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ABSTRACT 
 
Systems for retrieving or archiving Internet resources often assume a URL acts 
as a delimiter for the resource. But there are many situations where Internet resources do 
not have a one-to-one mapping with URLs. For URLs that point to the first page of a 
document that has been broken up over multiple pages, users are likely to consider the 
whole article as the resource, even though it is spread across multiple URLs. Comments, 
tags, ratings, and advertising might or might not be perceived as part of the resource 
whether they are retrieved as part of the primary URL or accessed via a link. 
Understanding what people perceive as part of a resource is necessary prior to 
developing algorithms to detect and make use of resource boundaries. A pilot study 
examined how content similarity, URL similarity, and the combination of the two 
matched human expectations.  This pilot study showed that more nuanced techniques 
were needed that took into account the particular content and context of the resource and 
related content. 
Based on the lessons from the pilot study, a study was performed focused on two 
research questions: (1) how particular relationships between the content of pages effect 
expectations and (2) how encountered implementations of saving and perceptions of 
content value relate to the notion of internet resource bounds. Results showed that 
human expectations are affected by expected relationships, such as two web pages 
showing parts of the same news article. They are also affected when two content 
elements are part of the same set of content, as is the case when two photos are presented 
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as members of the same collection or presentation. Expectations were also affected by 
the role of the content – advertisements presented alongside articles or photos were less 
likely to be considered as part of a resource. 
The exploration of web resource boundaries found that people’s assessments of 
resource bounds rely on understanding relationships between content fragments on the 
same web page and between content fragments on different web pages. These results 
were in the context of personal archiving scenarios. Would institutional archives have 
different expectations? A follow-on study gathered perceptions in the context of 
institutional archiving questions to explore whether such perceptions change based on 
whether the archive is for personal use or is institutional in nature.  
Results show that there are similar expectations for preserving continuations of 
the main content in personal and institutional archiving scenarios. Institutional archives 
are more likely to be expected to preserve the context of the main content, such as 
additional linked content, advertisements, and author information. This implies 
alternative resource bounds based on the type of content, relationships between content 
elements, and the type of archive in consideration. 
Based on the predictive features that gathered, an automatic classification for 
determining if two pieces of content should be considered as part of the same resource 
was designed.  This classifier is an example of taking into account the features identified 
as important in the studies of human perceptions when developing techniques that bound 
materials captured during the archiving of online resources.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
We live a world in which information is expected to be always at hand. Search 
engines and archiving tools mediate access to much of the content available on the 
Internet. Whether indexing the contents to enable search or determining what contents 
need to be saved for archiving, systems need an accurate model of what content is and is 
not part of a resource. 
Systems for retrieving or archiving Internet resources often assume a URL acts 
as a delimiter for the resource. But there are many situations where Internet resources do 
not have a one-to-one mapping with URLs. For URLs that point to the first page of a 
document that has been broken up over multiple pages, users are likely to consider the 
whole article as the resource, even though it is spread across multiple URLs. Comments, 
tags, ratings, and advertising might or might not be perceived as part of the resource 
whether they are retrieved as part of the primary URL or accessed via a link.  Similarly, 
whether content accessible via links, tabs, or other navigation available at the primary 
URL is perceived as part of the resource may depend on the design of the website.  
Misidentification of resource boundaries results in false positives in search 
results when components of a web page unrelated to the main resource (e.g. advertising, 
off-topic comments) are indexed with the resource. But it also affects users through false 
negatives that occur when the contents of a resource are spread across multiple web 
pages. Figure 1 shows the first page of a news article spread across multiple URLs. 
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Without understanding what is part of the article, what is advertising, and what is site-
oriented navigation, systems will incorrectly index or archive such resources. 
Our work explores the question of how users perceive the bounds of Internet 
resources. We do this in the context of archiving, where it is more straightforward to ask 
users about what is and is not part of a resource. The next section further discusses how 
the bounds of resources can be challenging to define when archiving Internet resources. 
After this we describe our pilot and complementary studies and the findings in the 
following chapters. This leads to a discussion of implications and conclusion. 
 
er 
Figure 1. First page of a multi-page article on the Web. Systems need to determine if the 
website navigation components, advertisements, related articles, and story pages 2 and 3 
are part of the resource being indexed or archived. 
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1.1 What is an Internet Resource? 
When we point to a resource, we expect that resource to be available as a whole. 
But what does it mean to be whole? When people point to the main page of a web site, 
do they expect the site as a whole to remain available? When pointing to an item on 
Amazon, should all the comments and ratings also be available? In contexts where the 
receiver has access to the Internet and where the resource is from a reliable provider, 
there is no issue.  But when the reference is being used to either create a temporary 
offline version of the resource or to create a copy for long-term archiving [101], the 
question of which content is expected to be part of the resource becomes a central 
consideration. And the question of how much content is expected to be part of the 
resource becomes central to deciding how systems should behave. 
 
Figure 2.An Internet Resource can be a combination of various components 
 
The answers to the above questions are complicated by the fact that the content 
visible on web pages is rarely fetched through a single http request (see Figure 2). Web 
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pages include frames and other methods for generating a page based on a variety of 
static and dynamic content. This content takes the form of links to external web pages, 
audio, video, advertisements based on user interest, comments, tags, likes, etc. When 
people refer to the web page as a resource, it is unclear how many of these components 
they are identifying as part of the resource.  Also, it is dependent on the particular 
situation; most reuse contexts would not require the same advertising so be shown beside 
a news story with embedded images and video but there are contexts where this would 
matter. It might be the juxtaposition that was being preserved – such as recording the 
perceived irony of an advertisement for vacations in Florida appearing next to a story 
about a Florida hurricane. 
 There may also be expectations for related content.  A resource whose 
identifying link is to the first page of an article is almost certainly expected to include 
the content for the remaining pages of the article. Similarly, the navigation bars on web 
pages can be designed to imply a single resource separated into components available 
through tabs even though they are retrieved through independent URLs. Some references 
to the resource would include the content on these tabs even though they are not visible 
when going to the initial URL. It is likely that strongly-related content embedded in a 
single web page or divided over a set of content across multiple URLs are likely to result 
in fairly consistent expectations by users. But expectations are likely to vary 
considerably for a web site with more loosely connected content. When someone points 
to the top page of such content, they may be indicating the value of the site as a whole, a 
subset of the site that is more conspicuously related to the top page, or just the initially 
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visible content. Many classes of systems are impacted by this uncertainty about what 
constitutes the resource being referenced, resulting in a number of difficult issues for 
system designers/developers. Search engines, recommender systems, and archiving tools 
would all better meet their users’ needs if what was being referenced by users was clear. 
The focus in this research work is on how this question is answered in archiving 
contexts. Archiving systems are designed to provide access to the content at the end of a 
URL when it is not otherwise available, either due to the user not having access to the 
Internet or due to the content not being available from the original source either 
temporarily or permanently. This dissertation studies how to design systems to identify 
these boundaries of a resource automatically. These boundaries are defined as the 
information components expected to be available by users. Thus, the first line of 
research to being able to algorithmically compute resource boundaries is to better 
understand what users’ expectations are. Once we have a better understanding of user 
expectations, we develop and compare algorithms to heuristically determine resource 
boundaries. 
1.2 Contributions  
     This dissertation explores the following research questions related to 
understanding and identifying the bounds of internet resources: 
1. We investigate how characteristics of resources and relationships between related 
content affect user perceptions when identifying digital items which are 
conceptually bundled together in an Internet resource.  
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2. We compare how people’s responses differ to alternate statements when 
assessing resource bounds, including statements emphasizing the value of related 
material and statements directly addressing being part of the same resource. 
3. We examine how the type of archive, personal or institutional, changes people’s 
assessments of the bounds of resources.  
4. Finally, we provide an example of how the characteristics identified in the human 
studies can be used to create an automatic approach to assess resource bounds. 
The work presented in this dissertation can inform the design of personal 
archiving tools and also the harvesting policies of institutions.  
1.3 Overview of This Dissertation 
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2: This chapter presents related work, especially studies related to the 
challenges faced by individuals and organizations when archiving web content. 
Additionally, research exploring users’ perceptions of personal and archived digital 
content, practices surrounding how people preserve and manage their personal 
information, and a review of how institutional archives and personal archives have 
differed in terms of tools, practices, and perceptions. 
Chapter 3: A pilot study of how systems might identify, or at least estimate, the 
boundaries of a resource automatically is presented. The pilot study asks people about 
the value of related content in the context of an archive with an emphasis on easily 
computable characteristics of pairs of web pages: having similar content and having 
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similar URLs.  The results help identify challenges to automatic boundary detection and 
lead to follow-on studies exploring more complex features of web page pairs. 
Chapter 4: In this chapter, we continue our study exploring features potentially 
related to or part of Internet resources. The assessment is exploring user perceptions 
when more specific relations between the two pages are present or absent. The study 
focused on two research questions: (1) how particular relationships between the content 
of pages affect expectations and (2) how encountered implementations of saving and 
perceptions of content value relate to the notion of Internet resource bounds. The 
expressed user perceptions identified interaction between composite resource types and 
the relations between page pairs that influence their being considered as part of the same 
resource. Based on the results of the preliminary study presented in Chapter 3, three 
different questions were asked from the participants in the user study to understand their 
perception on the boundaries of Internet resources. The variations in answers for the 
same page pairs to the different questions provides an understanding of the relative 
frequency of perceiving value for a related page, perceiving that page to be part of the 
same resource, and expecting that it will be archived when the first page is archived. 
Chapter 5: In this chapter, we conduct a study to find the answer to the question 
of how expectations change depending on the type of archive in question. In particular, 
we explore how perceptions change when changing the archive from a personal context 
to an organizational archive. The results of the two studies on personal and institutional 
archives show that there is a greater expectation for content that is not clearly related to 
the primary content to be archived in an organizational context. 
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Chapter 6: This chapter describes the design of classifiers based on the results of 
the studies presented in Chapters 3-5. This provides a model of how future system 
building can make use of human perceptions when considering the design of algorithms 
that determine the boundaries of an archive. Two classifications are identified and 
explored: “Single_Resource” and “Resource_Type”. These determine whether two pages 
are part of a single resource and what is the overall type of the resource. The results are 
compared using different classification techniques using the features developed based on 
the studies and results using these features is compared to using only the content 
similarity and URL similarity originally hypothesized as being valuable to this process. 
Chapter 7: We conclude with a summary of the contributions of this work and 
present a discussion of future research possibilities. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There has been a growing interest in how people value or keep digital things. 
Information on the Web becomes a thing to be addressed, linked to, organized, and 
placed into larger contexts. Fetterly et al. [33] estimate that about two percent of the 
Web disappears from its current location every week. To have access to the content of 
some of these missing pages, entities such as the Internet Archive (IA)  [101] select 
content to save in case of its removal. Additionally, as part of the process of indexing 
web content, search engines also create temporary cached versions of web resources. 
To have easy access to our digital belongings, there are different approaches. 
One line of research views the problem as one of identifying moved or changed 
resources and refinding or assessing the types of change to these resources. This view 
results in systems-oriented solutions. For example, Phelps and Wilensky [89] and Dalel 
et al. [24] investigate the effectiveness of saving identifying search terms and phrases 
respectively for relocating moved resources or potentially finding appropriate 
replacements. Similarly, systems have been developed that try to regenerate missing 
resources. For example, Warrick [79] attempts to restore lost web resources through 
reconstruction [78, 80].  
A second line of research views the problem as one of personal information 
management or personal archiving [47]. In this view, users directly or indirectly identify 
content they wish to have later. While such an approach requires enabling systems, there 
is also a need to understand user practices and desires. As such there is a body of 
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literature examining how people think of their digital contents and how they address 
needs and problems with these contents as they arise. 
2.1  A System View: Challenges for Web Archives  
Web archives attempt to preserve the fast changing Web, yet they will always be 
incomplete. Due to restrictions in crawling depth, crawling frequency, and restrictive 
selection policies [45], large parts of the Web are unarchived and lost. If archive 
boundaries are drawn without an understanding of the content, this loss will include 
scientific, cultural and other valuable content. Even so, the captured pages might be 
deprived of certain elements. Bar–Yosseff et al. carried out experiments to measure the 
decay of the Web [6]. SalahEldeen determined that nearly 11% of shared resources will 
be lost one year after being published and that this decay will continue at a 0.02% rate 
per day [94]. Crawlers often fail to capture embedded elements; JavaScript and Flash are 
among the examples [28, 44, 77]. Brunelle et al. [17] have showed that the Internet 
Archive is missing an increasing number of important embedded resources over the 
years. The work presented here aims to help determine what is and is not considered part 
of a resource. 
Some previous work on finding missing resources is based around the premise 
that documents and information are not lost but simply misplaced [4] as a consequence 
of the lack of integrity in the Web [3, 26]. Other studies have also focused on finding the 
longevity of documents in the Web [52] and in distributed collections [61, 98]. 
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2.1.1 Inaccessible Web Resources  
Inaccessible Web pages and “page not found” are common issues that arise 
during Web browsing. However the information on the Web is often not lost completely, 
it can be moved from one URL to another [82] for numerous reasons (e.g. Web site 
moved or reorganized.) Usually the whole or just part of the content is available [58]; 
Even when the original content provider removes content from the Web, some or all of a 
resource may still be available. In [58] [59] [60] authors propose four retrieval methods 
for discovering missing Web pages using: 1. lexical signatures (LS), 2. Web page titles, 
3. social bookmarking tags, and 4. link neighborhood lexical signatures (LNLS). A 
lexical signature consists of light weight metadata representing the content of a 
document. Using the title of a Web page to rediscover the missing page may work as 
titles are descriptive and rarely change over time. Tags are terms suggested by users as 
describing the content of the page, such as tags collected on delicious.com [57, 59]. 
LNLS is a lexical signature generated from the pages that link to the missing page rather 
than or in addition to the page itself [60].  
Another line of work focuses on methods for detecting and categorizing changes 
in Web documents within a collection. The aim of this work is to offer strategies that can 
be implemented to effectively detect and alleviate the consequences of the various types 
of change [83]. In addition to detecting change, these systems may also address the issue 
of missing Web pages and curating missing resources [35]. Furuta et al. developed 
Waldens Paths, a tool which allows users to construct trails using Web pages which are 
usually authored by others [36]. This path can be seen as a meta-document that organizes 
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and adds contextual information to those pages. Thus, as part of aiding path management 
by path authors, the research also explored discovering relevant and significant changes 
to websites. In order to infer change relevance, Francisco-Revilla et al. [34] developed 
techniques to identify and visualize the nature of the Web page change in four 
categories: content or semantic, presentation, structural, and behavioral. These 
techniques were based on monitoring the document signatures of paragraphs, page 
headings, links out of the page, and keywords.   
In another study, Meneses et al. [82, 83] explored one specific type of page 
change that is particularly problematic for archives. This work showed that soft 404s,  
error pages that are not reported as such by Web servers, can also be identified with text 
classifiers based on the characteristics of previously identified soft 404 pages. The 
authors were able to isolate lexical signatures of such pages, which contributed to 
predicting soft 404s with a precision of 99% and a recall of 92%. The work has focused 
on restoring the semantic integrity of incomplete document collections [81]. 
2.1.2 Other Problems and Complications 
Constant modifications of data, changes to Web services, and intermittent 
technical problems make preserving Internet resources challenging. How does the 
archiving site need to prepare the website for preservation? How can metadata be 
derived for Web resources? These are questions that have to be answered before being 
able to archive a resource. The site preparation process is challenging, and an archive 
needs to process each resource with metadata extraction utilities to record content and 
technical information. 
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Some preprocessing can occur at the originating server. Modules, like CRATE 
[96], enable the Web server to process complex object metadata formats so that the Web 
server responds to the archiving repository crawler by sending both the resource and the 
just-in-time generated metadata [97]. For instance, to better preserve an image, the 
archive needs supporting data such as subject matter or what the picture is about, its 
creator and origination hardware (camera type) and software. CRATE and similar 
modules can provide such metadata which is not provided normally due to limitations of 
MIME typing as currently implemented by Web servers. 
Smith and Nelson [96] present several tools that can be helpful for processing 
resources in preparation for digital preservation. For example, the Global Digital Format 
Registry (GDFR) [2] and Pronom's [25] DROID tool provide a deeper reflection of the 
resource's format. JHOVE [46] can identify, validate and characterize a number of file 
types including images, text, and PDF documents. 
In a research, Decman [29] explains how constant changing of the data causes 
constant loss of a huge amount of information and the loss of scientific, cultural and 
other heritage. And all of these happen because of technical problems of long-term 
preservation of Web pages [29]. In recent years, the Web has become a nexus for 
sharing, publishing, and storing personal content. In other words, the Web has 
increasingly become a place where much of our personal content is archived. This raises 
the question of what kinds of tools do people need to manage, maintain, and keep track 
of the content that matters to them on the Web? One part of the current research aims to 
inform the design of personal archiving tools to respond to the user needs. 
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2.2 A Human View: User Perceptions of Virtual Possession  
Web sites and services are not static: a service can be shut down or an account 
can became inactive. Indeed, loss on the Web has been attributed to many sources other 
than technology failure [47] [75]. Recent research has indicated that the lack of certainty 
as to where content that is hosted online really is has consequences for one’s sense of 
control and ownership over it [86]. As a result, people may download content onto 
laptops and other local devices to create a stronger sense of ownership [86]. However, 
these approaches mean that potentially interesting digital attributes and social metadata, 
such as comments, tags, and likes, may be either lost or fixed in time. Giving users the 
ability to feel in control of online content [41], while at the same time being able to 
retain some of its valuable on-line attributes, is related to the problem of recognizing 
relationships between primary resource content and its social annotation through 
community activity. 
Marshall’s study [73] introduces four challenges for personal digital archiving 
presented as: 
 1) Accumulation: it's hard to give value to digital belongings and separate them 
based on it.  
2) Distribution: a person's digital belongings are distributed among different 
stores for a variety of reasons. Most common reasons that people replicate files can be: 
a) to back up important files against immediate loss; b) to share them with other people; 
or c) to use online files locally.  
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3) Digital management: people are unwilling to spend very much energy on 
curation, while willing to take advantage of relying on the existing facilities to keep their 
digital assets safe.  
4) Long-term access: sometimes we don't remember what we have or where the 
digital assets are or even changing the technology prevents us from having access to our 
belongings [72].  
To overcome these challenges we need to answer questions like: What should we 
keep? Where should we put it for later use? How should we maintain it? And what do 
we expect to have access to after saving them? 
It is easy to accumulate digital belongings. But is it worthy to gather everything? 
You need to spend a lot of time to review and harvest useful and important materials. 
The notion of drawing all digital assets together and having a centralized personal 
archive store is not practical today. In a study, informants exhibit that they have a variety 
of options to save their belongings such as on a local or network store, removable drive; 
or using network storage, the "storage in the cloud" solution [66].  
The standard view with ‘the Cloud’ is that people will be able to keep their 
digital assets more securely and more cheaply. By moving away from local storage, 
users can be sure that when their devices crash or get stolen their data will be safe. 
Odom et al. research [86] focuses on the concerns of the users about where and how to 
keep their digital material. Several factors shape participants’ motivations to put their 
personal digital stuff on Internet. 
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What interviews reveal [86] is that keeping things online in some sense hands 
that accountability over to some unknown, unseen entity and further that people may 
have very little faith to it. It is no wonder that as users of contemporary technology 
increasingly engage with their digital stuff, seeking to place it in secure storage, sharing 
it with others, and sometimes wanting to know ‘who has it’ or ‘where it has gone’, that 
they end up personalizing their own versions and preserving them in a secure place for 
later access. 
There is a line of research that helps us to better understand people’s archival 
behavior and expectation also illustrates how they manage these belongings. Considering 
how people preserve and manage their virtual possessions can give us a point of view in 
their archiving behavior and is a helpful hint on identifying the bound of the Internet 
resources. With this assumption we studied existing research in the area of Personal 
Information Management (PIM). 
2.2.1 Personal Information Preservation and Management 
Jones [32] defines PIM as both the practice and the study of the “activities a 
person performs in order to acquire or create, store, organize, maintain, retrieve, use and 
distribute the information needed to complete tasks and fulfill various roles and 
responsibilities” (p.453). 
Henderson has looked at how people organize their desktops [42] and Jones et al. 
have reported on the extensive use of desktop folders [51]. Other researchers have 
studied in detail the use, archiving and/or storage of emails [10-12, 31, 104], of 
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documents [15], of time management tools [13], of To Do lists [9] and personal 
information management software  [9, 14, 56, 87]. 
PIM studies have found that maintenance and organization of information is less 
of a priority to individuals than time-sensitive and context-driven activities such as 
finding and keeping [8, 16]. Maintenance activities include storing, organizing, deleting, 
and reorganizing information. In the PIM literature, there is limited research on the 
behaviors related to digital preservation. The studies by Marshall, et al. [70, 75] and 
Marshall  [70], [73], [72] identified issues faced by technically knowledgeable computer 
users when dealing with long term access to email and their own digital files. 
The study of self-archiving of electronic personal records by scholars, artists, 
academics, and politicians has been the focus of the archival field [54], [55], as is the 
ingestion of personal electronic records into existing institutional archives [22], [27].  
Marshall et al. [74, 76] have conducted a field study to understand how 
individual consumers acquire, keep, and access their digital belongings with the focus on 
determining of what they had kept, which of these belongings are more important to 
them over the long term, and what difficulties they had in maintaining them. The study 
reveals that the backup and file replications are the major common belief among 
individuals for long term archiving, but these are several contradictions: for example 
even though all informants agreed that replication is a valuable safety net in principle 
they barely replicate their files on CDs, removable devices. It is notable that most of 
them use ad-hoc products for their simplicity of use (e.g. archiving as an email 
attachment). 
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Advances in storage capacity and reduction in cost inspire the consumers to keep 
all the data but the desire of having control on storage volumes cause them to delete 
some data which seems unimportant to the consumers.  
In another study, authors [74] addressed central challenges for personal archiving 
and categorized them in four groups: 1) digital materials accumulated in a different 
problematic way than physical materials; 2) digital materials are fundamentally 
distributed; 3) standard curation problems such as managing files in aggregate, creating 
appropriate metadata are magnified in the consumer setting; 4) facilities for long-term 
access are not supported log in the current desktop metaphor. 
There are different suggestions for keeping and managing personal information. 
Odom et al. [86] propose an archive collection to be constructed by unifying content in a 
virtual way from many distributed online sources, so that it can be viewed and managed 
as a whole. Alternatively, Marshall [73] suggests such an archive collection be created 
by federating metadata records in a centralized store until the actual online venues 
disappear, so that the content can be automatically saved at that time. Both solutions 
raise a deeper question of federation: does it make sense to bring distributed online 
personal resources back together as an archive? Is it valuable to be able to view and 
manage distributed online resources together? In a different study, Lindley et al. [66] 
have conducted a study to understand whether a sense of ownership and control can be 
reinforced by unifying online content as a virtual, single store or not. The analysis shows 
that notion of drawing it together, in a secure and centralized archive is impossible.  
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Several studies have focused on the effectiveness and potential of tools to aid in 
organizing and re-finding of personal information. The five major areas under study are: 
Web site management tools [1], [38], [30], [16]; files and folders [18], [8], [7], [51]; 
email [104], [5], [31], [71], [102]; photographs [93], [23], [103], [88]; and cross-tool 
studies [14], [100], [53], [32]. The collective goal of the aforementioned research is to 
understand how these tools are used by individuals to manage personal information and 
to make recommendations for system and/or tool improvements based on those 
observations. 
Jones et al. [48-50] discuss strategies people use to manage information for 
reuse. They address the problem of “Keeping Found Things Found” in other words once 
information found on World Wide Web, how are things organized for re-access and re-
use later on? What can be done to avoid the need to repeat the process by which the 
information was found in the first place? They conducted an observational study of 
methods used in a workplace setting by users to manage Web information for re-use. 
The results of the study [50] showed that people observed in the study used a diversity of 
methods and associated tools. The outcomes also illustrated that several functions appear 
to influence the choice of method, included are the methods help Web information to be 
accessible from several places, methods help to share the information with others, or 
ones that remind the user of a Web page’s relevance later on. 
Furthermore, research has suggested that users have a weakened sense of 
possession over content that is stored in the Cloud [86] and want to personalized them by 
preserving them for later use. Harper et al. [41] point to social media as things that one 
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might wish to download or otherwise act upon, but that do not support the simple range 
of actions normally associated with files. One cannot, for example, simply save a status 
update as a standalone object, or copy a photo that integrates the social metadata that is 
associated with it. Harper et al. suggest new actions are needed, which better enable 
users to act upon, and thus feel in control of, their online content. They believe such 
actions are essential if users are to have a greater sense of control, and ability to manage, 
digital content in a socially-networked world.   
2.2.2 Perspectives on Institutional Archives 
On the other hand, it is not only people who like to preserve online information; 
institutions like to archive the Internet resources as well. Institutional repositories 
provide managed access to the digital resources which produced and self-archived by the 
members of an institution [43]. In [68] Lynch point of view an organizational 
stewardship of digital resources consist of long term preservation, organization and 
access or distribution. The most important benefit of an institutional commitment is that 
a managed environment provides a greater degree of assurance of continued access than 
personal Web sites [99]. In [67] authors offer a three-level activity for preservation: a) 
Curation: the activity of managing and promoting the use of data from its point of 
creation, to ensure it is available for discovery and re-use. b) Archiving: a curation 
activity which ensures data is properly selected, stored, can be accessed and that its 
logical and physical integrity is maintained over time, including security and 
authenticity. c) Preservation: an activity within archiving in which specific items of data 
are maintained over time so that they can still be accessed and understood through 
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changes in technology. Cornel [20] believes “Access is still not the primary purpose of a 
preservation system”. Access is the purpose of an institutional repository; while 
preservation has a role in assuring long-term accessibility of the contents of an 
institutional repository. 
For some institutes archiving and preservation of resources can relate to a 
historical perspective, like in museums, especially museums of history. Many studies are 
available on the long-term storage of digital information in such institutions [39, 63, 84, 
105]. The work has been driven largely by libraries, museums, and governmental 
institutions. A benefit of these systems is accessibility; the data is searchable and can be 
quickly retrieved. 
Institutional archiving requires an ongoing commitment to manage records to 
keep them intact and ahead of any type of time-dependent changes. Digital archiving 
systems promise to advance the ability of museums to preserve and utilize information 
about historical and cultural materials. Museums have a large number of materials that 
require preservation from future degradations for a long period as long as possible. On 
the other hand, it is common, and important to use these materials for a variety of 
purposes [64, 84], i.e., exhibitions, investigations, researches, education, and so on. 
In museums of history, digital archives enable more flexible exhibitions that 
satisfy visitors' needs, deeper investigation and research, and a more convenient means 
of managing materials in comparison with conventional archiving systems. They also 
promise to increase accessibility to materials at lower cost [84]. 
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Institutional archive increase accessibility to materials at lower cost and keeps 
the material for access by the next generation; although the purpose of it may be 
different from a personal archive [66]. Personal archive provide insight into what content 
is valued by users, and users directly or indirectly identify content they wish to have 
later as their own digital belongings [49, 75].  
To sum up, the similarity and the difference between personal and institutional 
archive can be expressed in the following sentences. A personal digital archive usually is 
thematic [37] or subject-oriented, in contrast institutional archives capture the research 
and other intellectual, cultural or historical property generated by an institution's 
population active in many fields. Institutional digital archives often serve the purposes of 
preserving materials pertaining to the institution's history and to the activities and 
achievements of the institution [21]. A digital institutional archive can be any collection 
of digital material hosted, owned or published by the institute. The reason and answer to 
the question “why archive” is common in both personal and institutional settings. They 
both want to preserve important resources [54] and hope that they can retrieve the 
material on demand. 
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3. PRELIMINARY STUDY: EXPLORING THE EFFECTS OF CONTENT AND 
URL SIMILARITY 
 
 The original motivation for this dissertation came from a practical problem 
encountered in the Walden’s Paths project. That project developed a tool that enables 
users to preserve and provide access to the Internet resources included in paths, called 
PathCompiler [36]. PathCompiler was originally developed to let a variety of users 
“freeze” a set of Web pages for later use by others (see Figure 3). This was a simple first 
approach for coping with change to resources [34, 35]. When users point to a resource 
by its URL, PathCompiler saved all necessary content of a Web page on the local 
machine along with the context necessary in order to show the Web pages off-line. Since 
the modern Internet is not just static pages, but is full of multimedia materials, pictures 
and scripts, PathCompiler traversed the links within a page to retrieve embedded 
content.  
Upon initial use, it became clear that when users pointed to a resource via a URL 
they might mean only that page but often times they mean to provide access to a set of 
pages. Because of the challenge of identifying the bounds of a resource, a feature was 
added to PathCompiler to capture content at a number of links away from the original 
URL. But this approach is not efficient – the amount of network traffic and storage 
required is a function of the number of links on a page raised to the power of the chosen 
                                                 
 Reprinted with permission from “On Identifying the Bounds of an Internet Resource” by Poursardar, F. 
and Shipman, F., 2016. ACM Conference on Human Information Interaction and Retrieval, pp. 305-308, 
Copyright [2016] by ACM. 
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maximum link distance. If there are on average 30 links on a page and the distance 
selected is 2, there are on the order of 900 additional resources being archived for each 
original resource. 
 
Figure 3.PathCompiler, a tool that enables users to archive Internet resources. 
 
Thus, PathCompiler needed techniques to determine what the likely bounds for a 
resource are. The following heuristics were considered for archiving resources linked to 
from a Web page due to their ease of implementation:  
1) Save linked materials that have content similar to the originally referenced resource,  
2) Save links that have URLs similar to the referenced resource, and  
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3) Save links which have both similar content and similar URLs. 
3.1  Study Approach and Method 
To compare these alternatives, a study was performed to identify patterns in user 
expectations and desires when archiving resources. We asked 110 participants to 
indicate the value of archiving a second page when archiving an initial page. The pages 
were selected with an eye towards features likely to be part of an automatic approach to 
identifying resource bounds.  
Table 1. Original primary Web page resources 
Subject Base URL 
Technology 
http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-
technology/21573089-ambitious-project-map- 
brain-works-possibly-too-ambitious-hard 
Daily news 
http://shine.yahoo.com/love-sex/teenage-sweethearts-prove-it-s-
never-too-late-as-they-and-reunite-and-marry-in-their-70s-
163409359.htm 
Health 
http://www.naturalnews.com/033414_cancer_cures 
_documentary.html 
Business 
http://www.economist.com/news/briefing//21574489-britain-
has-many-options-providing-extra-airport-capacity-its-capital-
going-need 
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3.1.1 Corpus Development  
For the purpose of this pilot study, we developed a corpus of four groups of Web 
resources in topic areas shown in Table 1. All selected Internet resources were in 
English. Using PathCompiler we crawled each original source page (the Base URL in  
Table 1) to extract all the links in the page. The contents of these linked pages 
constituted the corpus of potentially co-archived pages for assessment for that resource. 
Each of these pages was then categorized as being either similar in content or not and 
similar in URL or not. The cosine similarity of the term vectors for the original resource 
and the linked page (with a threshold of 0.7) was used to categorize them as having 
similar content or not. Resources from the same web site (same root URL) were 
considered to have similar URLs.  Better techniques could be used for both 
classifications but initial results with these simple techniques could indicate where such 
effort should be spent.  
3.1.2 Participant Selection  
Our one hundred and ten (110) participants were identified among friends, 
colleagues, neighbors, family members, friends of friends, etc.  Participants ranged in 
age from 26 to 70 and had a wide range of educational levels.  
3.1.3 Participant Tasks  
Each of the participants assessed 16 page pairs. For each pair, participants were 
simultaneously shown the primary resource and the potentially valuable content. They 
were asked to rate on a 5-point Likert scale – extremely useful, very useful, somehow 
useful, slightly useful, not at all useful - the value in archiving the second page. In total, 
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1760 web page pairs were assessed which is the sum of all ratings, shown in Figure 4 
through Figure 7. The details about the assessments are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. 
Participants were not shown anything other than pair pages, no URLs and no data about 
how the pages were related. 
3.2   Findings 
The results show that people have different expectations based on what the 
original content is and how it is presented. Figure 4 through Figure 8 show the results for 
the four data sets.  As is apparent from the highly varied distributions, each topic had a 
unique outcome. Where the health topic (Figure 4) had a relatively flat distribution of 
assessments across the five ratings, the technology topic distribution was heavily skewed 
to the negative (very few pages were viewed as part of the resource) and the daily news 
topic was classically bimodal with nearly all pages rated at the extremes.  
 
Figure 4. Similar content is more important than similar URL for health pages. 
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Figure 5.Similar content is more important than similar URL for business pages. 
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Figure 6.Not much was considered similar for technology pages, but most of what was 
had both similar URLs and similar content. 
 
 
The data in Figure 4 through Figure 7 also shows which features correlated with 
high ratings vary across the four topic areas. While the highest rated content for the daily 
news group was overwhelmingly similar content from other servers, the ratings of the 
health and business topics were comparable among the pages with similar content on 
other servers and similar content from the same server (although in both cases the 
content from the same server was rated as slightly less valuable).  For the technology 
topic, there was a strong preference for materials that were from the same server. 
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Figure 7.Similar content is more important than similar URL for news pages. 
 
 The following table (Table 2) shows the participants assessments (raw results) 
for all seed groups, based on the five Likert scales. For example, from the first row, 260 
participants rated pages “extremely useful” when there was textual similarity between 
the resource and the potentially related material. A surprise result is the more negative 
reaction to similar content from the same site than reactions to similar content from other 
sites (i.e. similar content but with a dissimilar URL.) Numbers in Table 3 and Figure 8 
show the finding the percentage form. 
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Table 2. Participants’ assessments for all seed groups, based on the five Likert scale. 
 
 
Table 3. Participants’ assessment in the study in percentage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 Participants’ assessments for all seed groups, percentage form. 
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Overall, the results show that, while there was a relatively strong overall 
preference in preserving similar content, whether the URL of that content mattered 
varied across the four data sets. The primary lesson for those developing systems that 
preserve web-based resources from this study is that there is no simple answer to what is 
related to a resource. 
3.3 Discussion and Conclusions  
What might be going on?  One answer is that participants intermixed information 
value assessments with their ratings of expectations of having the content available – and 
this was exacerbated by the imprecise wording of the Likert-scale statement in this 
preliminary study.  The second answer is that the features that make a difference in 
whether people expect to have access to content are more nuanced than simply having 
similar content or a similar URL.  
The results of this study show that content similarity is likely a viable feature for 
systems when deciding the bounds of a resource. The results also show that further study 
is needed to help design techniques to automatically identify the bounds of a resource.  
While our focus has been on identifying the bounds of a resource for the 
purposes of archiving, the results of such investigations have broader implications. 
Search engines and recommender systems also benefit from more accurate assessments 
regarding Internet resource boundaries due to potential improvements to the content used 
when developing the indexes and content models used for retrieval. We hope this pilot 
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study leads to greater interest in the dual challenges of determining what users perceive 
as the bounds of resources and techniques for systems to determine such bounds. 
 
3.4  Summary 
The preliminary data collection effort provided insight into issues in the design 
of data collection activities and infrastructure. Particular challenges include ensuring 
study participants are clear about the assessment they are making – it was noted that 
there was a confounding of whether participants were rating the independent value of the 
second page, the value of the second page relative to the first, or the expectation that the 
second page would be saved when the first page is identified as a resource to be 
archived/saved. As a result, the data collected from this process cannot be used for 
ground truth data about user expectations. 
Despite these limitations, the study results indicate that the features important to 
this decision likely vary considerably from resource to resource. The study assessed two 
features of the pairs of pages: their textual similarity and the URL similarity with a small 
number of page pairs. The lack of a consistent connection between these two features 
and a positive assessment of the second page implies that additional features are  needed 
to better understand and match user expectations [91]. The following chapter describes a 
more comprehensive study that considers different features of web page pairs. 
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4. MAIN STUDY: EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIPS AND MEDIA TYPES IN A 
PERSONAL ARCHIVING SCENARIO 
 
Based on the lessons from the preliminary study [91], a larger data collection 
effort was undertaken to explore the effect of more specific features of web pages and 
relationships between them. The prior study indicated that URL and content similarity 
were not effective in predicting user perceptions about the bounds of resources. Our 
interpretation of this result was that more specific relationships between pages were 
dominating user responses.  As a simple example, pages that showed parts of the same 
article would be considered part of the same resource but articles on the same topic from 
the same source (so similar in both content and URL) would not. 
A second, unexpected, result of the preliminary study was the insight that 
people’s understanding of the bounds of a resource may be affected by their prior 
experience with the “save” feature on software, and by their assessments of the value of 
content. 
As a result, this larger study focuses on two research questions: (1) how 
particular relationships between the content of pages effect expectations and (2) how 
encountered implementations of saving and perceptions of content value relate to the 
notion of Internet resource bounds [92]. 
                                                 
 Reprinted with permission from “What Is Part of That Resource? User Expectations for Personal 
Archiving” by Poursardar, F. and Shipman, 2017. ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries 
(JCDL), pp. 229-232, Copyright [2017] by ACM/IEEE. 
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4.1 Study Approach and Method  
To provide insight into these two questions, the study asked participants to look 
at page pairs where there was some known relationship between the two pages (e.g. 
there was a link from the first to the second page) and agree or disagree with the 
following three statements: 
S1: If I save main page, I expect to save this too. 
S2: If I have the first page, I would like to have access to this too. 
S3: This is part of the resource so I would expect to have access if I save the main 
page. 
 
The three statements are interrelated. S1 emphasizes the concept of saving that 
people encounter in web browsers. S2 emphasizes the likely value of having access to 
the second page while S3 asks about whether the second page is part of the same 
resource. 
To explore the effects of different types of relationships between pages, four 
categories of content were explored: multi-page stories, image collections, reviews, and 
traditional web pages. To reduce the likelihood that results would be due to the particular 
content or idiosyncratic nature of the examples, 5-7 groups of web pages were captured 
for each of these four types of content. 
Each group enabled the exploration of alternative relationships between pages of 
contents. Table 4 to Table 8 show the types of relationships included in the groups of 
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pages and the number of instances of the relation in the group. There were a total of 122 
page pairs presented to participants. 
 
Table 4. Resource Types Considered in the Study 
Type of Resource Number of Groups 
Multi-page story resource 5 
Sequence of images resource 7 
Reviews and ratings resource 5 
Short single pages resource 7 
 
Table 5. Page Relations for Multi-Page Story Resources 
Considered Relations 
Number of Pages that 
Have the Relation 
Continuous pages of multi-page story 12 
Links in the first page (main page) 5 
Advertisements in the main page 3 
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Table 6. Page Relations for Set of Images Resources 
Considered Relations 
Number of Pages that 
Have the Relation 
Images in the image set 31 
Links in the main page/image 10 
Author/photographer page 5 
 
Table 7. Page Relations for Product Review Resources 
Considered Relations 
Number of Pages that Have 
the Relation 
related items/product/links pages 9 
product Q&As pages 3 
wish list/provider 7 
reviews/ratings/comments pages 5 
 
Table 8. Page Relations for Traditional Web Page Resources 
Considered Relations 
Number of Pages that 
Have the Relation 
Links in the main page 14 
Author page 6 
Advertisements in the main page 12 
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To ensure consistency of content across the study, static versions of all 
components of the web pages in question were downloaded and cached. Each participant 
is asked to rate several pair pages where they are to assume they have asked to have 
access to the resource identified by the first page, then they were asked whether they 
expect to have access to the second page or not. 
We developed a web interface for the study and used Amazon Mechanical Turk 
to recruit 2071 participants. Once a Turker accepted the task they were redirected to the 
study website. After examining the pair of pages and agreeing or disagreeing with the 
three statements for ~12 page pairs as shown in Figure 9, they were given a code to 
submit within Mechanical Turk for compensation.  Not all users rated/assessed all the 
page pairs they were assigned but each page pair was assessed by 200-250 participants. 
 
 
Figure 9. Interface for examining and reacting to page pairs. Tabs on left allow 
participants to switch between the two pages under consideration while agreement with 
statements is provided below the pages (reprinted from [92]). 
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Figure 10. Survey Instruction for participants. 
 
 
Figure 10 shows the instruction page of the user study and explains about the 
details of the study and what participants need to do. The following instructions explain 
to the participants at the beginning of the survey: 
“This survey explores user desires when archiving web resources. For example, 
you might save something from the web for later access whether you are offline or you 
might save something that you want access to even if the original was altered or went 
away.  
You will be shown several groups of web pages. Each group has a first (called 
“Main Topic”) web page that is the resource being saved. Each group has several 
subsequent parts or pages (called “Article”), which we will ask about. 
In answering the questions, assume you want to preserve the first page and then 
answer based on what else you would expect to be saved along with the first page.  
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Please take a bit of time to read and notice the contents of the first web page and 
then consider the following parts when answering the questions. 
 Note that the three questions asked about each resource are slightly different 
although clearly interrelated.  
The purpose of the research is collecting assessments as to whether two web 
pages are part of the same web resource in terms of archiving.“ 
All data have been saved in our SQL Server database. We preserve session ID, 
participant’s ID, Amazon Mechanical Turk ID which is given to each participant, 
assessed page Id and each asked question’s rate (question 1-3), time of assessment.  
4.2 Key Questions to Answer 
In the recent study we focus to find the answer to the following questions. For 
the last question we told the participants in the study that the setting is considered in the 
personal archive. In the next chapter we will explain the details of another study that 
considers the institutional archive. 
1. Which relationships are important in the pair pages? 
2. How similar or different three asked questions are?  
3. Is there some type of pattern when their answers are very less or very more? 
4. Who is doing the archive? Is it a personal or institutional archive? 
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4.3 Findings  
The results provide insight into the questions raised by our pilot study. We first 
discuss how reactions to the three different statements provide insight into user 
expectations and then explore how page relations affect perceptions of resource bounds. 
4.3.1   Important Relationships 
The following part explains the most important relationships between pair pages. 
The outcome extracted based on the assessment of the participants in our current user 
study survey. 
- The remaining pages of a story. If a resource has more than one page, the most 
important and wanted to preserve item is its second page. This interest of 
archiving drops a bit as it goes to the end of the story pages. 
- Images in an image set. When a resource contains a sequence of images, these 
components have been considered as part of the resource. In this kind of image 
set, each image has a different URL but all related to the main resource. The 
results of the study show strong relation between main resource and the 
remaining image pages. 
- Review information of a product. If an Internet resource is about a product, the 
reviewer opinion page, ratings for an item, more information about the product in 
Q&A section, and provider information (if there is any) are the most wanted 
parts of a resource. It is mentionable that all these parts come from various 
URLs. 
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- The single page resource itself. If a resource is short enough just including 
characteristic links and advertisements, the results of our study show the source 
page itself is the whole thing that participants wanted to archive for later use. 
4.3.2 Effects of Differing Content Relations 
To understand the effects of different web page relationships on user perceptions 
of resource bounds, the following discussion only presents the responses to the third 
statement (S3), which is the explicit assessment of whether the pages are part of the 
same resource. The data for each of the four resource types is considered independently. 
Because the navigational distance from the primary page may change perceptions, we 
present pages at different positions in multi-page stories and image groups separately. 
For the resources presenting multi-page stories, the most clear result shown in 
Figure 11 is that participants consider the later pages of an online story as parts of that 
resource. Approximately 80% of the participants agree with this assessment. Distance 
from the first page does have a small influence on this assessment, with fourth pages 
being less likely to be viewed as part of the same resource than second and third pages 
(X2, p<.01). Advertisements are least often viewed as part of the resource (~32%) while 
links to related content are the most controversial with ~45% agreement that they are 
part of the same resource. 
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Figure 11. Agreement with S3 for multi-page story resources 
 
Responses for sequences of images (see Figure 12) are similar to those for multi-
page stories. While there may be a small drop off in agreement for later images in the 
image set, results show ~75% agreement that all images in the set are considered as parts 
of the main resource although they come from different URLs. In short, most 
participants expect to have access to the rest of the images in the set if they have access 
to the main one.  
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Figure 12. Agreement with S3 for sequence of images resources 
 
About 45% of participants indicate that the linked related content and the page 
about the photographer/creator are part of the same resource. These results indicate that, 
as with links to related content found in multi-page stories, there is no clear agreement as 
to whether these pages should or should not be considered as part of the main resource. 
 
Figure 13. Agreement with S3 for product review resources  
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Product pages are generally quite complex, combining high-level information 
about the product with links to related products, more detailed information from the 
provider/manufacturer, reviews and ratings prior customers or other sources, pages of 
questions and answers, and wishlists that include the item. Figure 13 shows that 70-75% 
of respondents tended to view content about the product – the question and answer 
pages, the reviews and ratings, and the information provided by the manufacturer – as 
part of the resource identified by the main product page. Fewer respondents (~58%) 
viewed related items as part of the same resource although they tended to be presented in 
the same page and only 40% responded that the related wish lists were part of the 
resource. 
When we think of web resources, people often tend to think of completely 
contained individual web pages. For single page resources (see Figure 14), about 50% of 
the respondents considered information provided through links to related information or 
about the author as part of the resource. Consistent with the view in the multi-page 
stories, only about 35% of respondents considered the advertisements part of the 
resource. 
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Figure 14. Agreement with S3 for single page resources  
 
Over the four types of page groups considered, the range of agreement that 
potentially related content was part of the same resource ranged from about 30-35% for 
advertising that happened to be placed with the main content to 70-80% for strongly-
connected content such as the continuation of a story or image set or pages providing 
more detailed information about products. Other linked content remained near 50% for 
all types of content. 
A closer look at the results for the generic “link” pages connected to the main 
resources across the three data sets that included them shows that agreement depends to 
a large degree on the content in the linked page. For example, in one image set group 
where the primary resource is a food image, one link was to the recipe for the dish and 
more participants considered this link as part of the resource. In situations where the 
content in the linked page had a more ambiguous relation to the initial content, users 
were more ambivalent about inclusion as part of the resource. 
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4.3.3 Patterns Across the Three Statements 
When pair pages were shown to the participants in our survey, the following are 
three asked questions: 
Q1: If I save main page, I expect to save this too. 
Q2: If I have the first page, I would like to have access to this too. 
Q3: This is part of the resource so I would expect to have access if I save the 
main page. 
The answer options were “agree” or “disagree”. We analyzed the answers to see 
whether there is a pattern for each question or not. Overall three questions give similar 
results, and that is what we would expect to get. Q1 gets the most disagreements for all 
groups.  
In other words, the number of agreements for Q1 is slightly less in comparison to 
the agreements that participants show for Q2 and Q3. This is accurate for all shown pair 
pages for all groups of resources in the study. Figure 15 shows a sample of answers to 
three questions and the relation between numerous components of a sample multi-page 
story group. 
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Figure 15. User assessment results for different components of first multi-page story 
group. 
 
 
Table 9. Most and least agreeable components in different resources groups 
Resource Group Most Wanted Components Least Wanted 
Components 
Multi-page Second page Links 
Sequence of Images Second image  Link, author page 
Review, Rating and Comment Reviews, Q&As, provider Wish list, related item 
Single page Page itself Link, Ad 
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Table 9 displays the most and least components of different Internet resources. In 
multi-page groups, the second page is considered as the obvious part of the resource, 
while link pages are the least wanted part of the resource. In resources that have review 
pages, review pages, question and answer pages and the information about the provider 
of the product or service respectively are expected most to be preserved along with the 
resource. 
For single page resources link and advertisement pages are considered as related 
components in the conducting survey. The results of the study show that mean (average) 
agreement for the link pages to be considered as part of the resource is 54.3%. Mean 
agreement for the expectation of having access to the advertisement pages of a single 
page resource is 35.95%. Low agreement rate for these component do not nominate them 
to be part of the resource. 
4.4 Summary 
As noted before, participants in our study were asked to react to the three 
statements above (S1, S2, and S3 mentioned in 5.4.3) for a set of page pairs. 
Figure 16 compares the results for the three statements across the five multi-page 
story page groups. Agreements across the three statements follow an observable pattern 
for pages where the overall level of agreement is high (e.g. later pages.) Participants 
agree most with the statement that they would like to have access to the second page if 
they have the first page. This indicates that they value the content in the second page. 
The participants agree the least with the statement that they expect to have access to the 
second page if they save the first page, reflecting their mental model of mechanisms for 
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saving web content. The third statement falls in between the other two but is closer to the 
value-oriented statement (S2) than the expectation-oriented assessment (S1). This 
indicates that a significant number of participants believe that current mechanisms for 
saving Internet content do not capture their conception of internet resources. 
 
 
Figure 16. Percentage of respondents that agree with the three statements for multi-page 
story resources. S1 (expectation when saving) is agreed to the least, S2 (related to value) 
is agreed to the most, with S3 (part of same resource) is in between. 
 
 
The other pattern found in participant reactions is that the differences between 
the reactions to the statements are much lower for less desired content. This indicates 
that current mechanisms for saving or archiving are not viewed as capturing extraneous 
content. The patterns found in the reactions to the three statements shown here for multi-
page stories are also found in the data for the other resource types. 
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4.5 Who Does the Archive? 
This study asked people about requesting a URL be archived in the context of a 
personal archive. Thus, they are asked to imagine they want to save the resources for 
themselves. Would responses be different when thinking about institutional archives 
and, if so, how?  This will be the focus of the next chapter.   
4.6 Conclusions  
Our prior work found that neither content similarity or URL similarity nor their 
combination predicted user perception of resource bounds [15]. As a result, this study 
explores user perceptions for specific relationships between page pairs and variance in 
responses for value-oriented and expectation-oriented statements regarding the 
connectedness of pages.  
Results of this study show that the relation between perceived content value, 
resource bounds, and expected system behavior are intertwined. While participant 
responses to our three statements are very similar, there is a consistent pattern that 
slightly fewer respondents consider the second page part of the same resource than the 
number that perceive value in the second page and the number that expect it would be 
saved is lower still. 
The second question explored is how particular relationships between pages 
affect whether they are considered part of the same resource. When the content on the 
main and connected pages are parts of a larger composition or set of information, people 
tend to view the pages as part of the same resource. Similarly, when content on 
connected pages supports the expected goals of the person visiting the primary page (e.g. 
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the Q&A pages for products, the recipe for the food image) the perceptions of 
considering the pages a single resource increase. Incidentally connected content, such as 
advertisements, tend to not be viewed as part of the resource. More generic links to 
related content are more idiosyncratic and require domain understanding to predict.  
The implication for archiving systems is that techniques for recognizing when 
content across pages form a composite resource could be applied to better match user 
desires and expectations. Composite resources result from splitting a single information 
object (e.g. a text or an image collection) across multiple similar pages, and when a set 
of typed-components make up a whole (e.g. the various pages for a product on Amazon). 
While rules can be developed to capture composite resources for particular sites, 
recognizing these situations more generally would likely require analysis of both the 
internal structure of page contents and the links between pages. Were it available, 
navigation data (e.g. which outbound links are most traversed) could also aid in 
evaluating resource boundaries when available. 
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5. INSTITUTIONAL ARCHIVE STUDY AND COMPARISON 
 
This dissertation explores how to determine when additional web pages are part 
of the same resource as a given page. The preliminary study examined whether relatively 
simple analyses, such as having similar content, similar URLs, or both would match 
perceptions [14] for personal archiving scenarios.  While there was some correlation, our 
study found that people often draw their expectations based on a deeper understanding of 
the relationships between pages and the relationships of the content fragments on those 
pages. 
The second, larger study presented in the prior chapter explored how perceptions 
of pages with selected relationships, including pages of the same story, images in the 
same collection, products and reviews/ratings of the product, vary and are related to 
other content linked to or included in a web page.  Users in this study again were 
presented with a personal archiving scenario as the context for their responses [13]. It 
was found that pages that included these stronger relationships were more often 
considered part of the same resource while advertisements were most often considered 
not part and other linked content was evenly distributed. 
This led to the question of whether assumptions about the role of a personal 
archive were playing a role in the responses [90]. To explore this, we revised the second 
study to present the decisions in the context of an institutional archive. This chapter 
                                                 
 Reprinted with permission from “How Perceptions of Web Resource Boundaries Differ for Institutional 
and Personal Archives” by Poursardar, F. and Shipman, F, 2018. IEEE International Conference on 
Information Reuse and Integration, pp. 126-129, Copyright [2018] by IEEE.  
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presents the results of this study alongside the results of our second study to examine 
how perceptions of web resource boundaries differ for institutional and personal 
archives. 
5.1 Study Approach and Participant Instructions 
The same survey and resources were used to compare perceptions of web 
resource boundaries for personal and institutional archives. We previously reported on 
perceptions of resource boundaries in a personal archiving context [13]. The Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) survey was adapted to describe the same questions about the 
same resources but in an institutional archiving context. 
The introduction to the study and the statements asking for responses from 
participants were changed in order to be able to compare the results of institutional 
archive. 
In particular, instructions to the participants at the beginning of the survey were:  
“The current study investigates user expectations when accessing 
archived web resources.  Assume you are making use of an archive provided by 
an institution tasked with preserving important online resources, such as a 
digital archive that is part of the Library of Congress. The goal of the archive is 
to preserve material from the web for later access even if the original was 
altered or went away.  
You will be shown several groups of web pages. Each group has a first 
(called “Main Topic”) web page that is the resource being saved by the 
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institutional archive. Each group has several subsequent parts or pages (called 
“Article”), which we will ask about.  
In answering the questions, assume the institutional archive has decided 
it wants to preserve the first page and then answer based on what else you would 
expect to be saved along with the first page. 
Please take a bit of time to read and notice the contents of the first web 
page and then consider the following parts when answering the questions. 
Note that the three questions asked about each resource are slightly 
different although clearly interrelated.” 
5.2 Corpus Development and Data Collection 
The study courpus consisted of 71 pages included 10 main pages. So 61 pair 
pages were assessed. The courpus/resource pages and their features are the same as the 
study of resource boundaries in the context of personal archiving presented in the last 
chapter. The statements for getting the assessment from participants and introduction 
changed in order to be able to compare the results of institutional archive. 
Consistent with our personal archive study, four categories of page content – 
multi-page stories, sequence of images, product review and rating, and short single pages 
– were considered for the institutional archive study. For more detailed information 
about the resources or the study refer to the previous study in preceding chapter. 
5.2.1 Content Presentation and Data Collection 
Participants were asked to “agree” or “disagree” with the three following statements 
S1-S3 for each presented pair page: 
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S1: If the institutional archive saves the main page, I expect it to save this too.                                                  
S2: If the institutional archive has the first page, I would like to have access to 
this too.                                   
S3: This is part of the resource so I expect the institutional archive would have 
this if it archives the main page. 
 
- Total assessments are 9018 rows. This is the total number of assessment for all 
the pages for three statements. 
- Three groups (of resource pages) were presented in each task – refer to Table 11 
for more details. 
- 212 participants assessed the institutional archive survey recruited from Amazon 
Mechanical Turk. Not all of them completed the survey till the end. 
- The study performed on March 1, 2016 till March 15, 2017, and April 3 till April 
19, 2017 
- Each page assessed between 43 to 68 times, 3 statements asked per page 
- Resource pages and their features were divided into 28 groups as shown in the 
following table (Table 10): 
Table 10. Resource Types Considered in the Institutional Archive Study 
Type of resource Number of pages in the group + main resource 
Multi-page story resource 6 
Sequence of images resource 9 
Reviews and ratings resource 7 
Short single resource pages 6 
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For example, each multi-page story resource group has six components or pages 
that we are getting user perception and assessment on them in order to be able to 
nominate the key features related to the main or referenced resource in institutional 
archive senario. In other words, in such a group five pair pages has been shown to each 
user and got their assessment . 
Table 11. Ten Groups and Number of Potential Related Components for Each Group 
Resource in Institutional Archive Study 
Group Number of page pairs in the group 
Multi4 – multi5 5 
Img6 – img8 8 
Rtg4 – rtg5 6 
Sng5 – sng7 5 
 
Above table (see Table 11) shows that we have 10 various groups which each has 
a number of page pairs. Each time three groups selected randomly through these groups 
and have been shown to the participants. So the number of assessed page pairs is not 
exactly equal for each of them. Some of the participants did not complete the whole 
survey, it means they have quitted somewhere through the task. Some of them contacted 
me by email and I paid them. If they do not submit the survey completion code, 
Mechanical Trurk refuses to pay for them. We had 212 participants for the institutional 
archive data collection study. Total number of assessment for all the pages for all three 
statements are 9018 records. 
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For example for the recent 10 groups of page pairs – (including Multi4, multi5, 
Img6, img7, img8, Rtg4, rtg5, Sng5, sng6, sng7) – we needed to have at least 60 
participants to get almost 20 assessment on each pages pair . Each time we select 3 
random groups out of above groups, so to get the assessment on 10 groups we need at 
least 3 participants. It is important to consider that some participants didn’t complete 
their tasks to the end. To make sure that we can get enough assessments we recruited 
slightly more numbers of participants. Some page pairs got up to 68 assessments, and 
some got less. 
5.3 Multi-page Story Resources 
The results of the study for the resourses presenting multi-page story is explained 
in the follwing section: 
1. Remaining pages of the story. The most clear result shown in Figure 1 is 
that participants consider the later pages of an online story as parts of that resource 
no matter who wants to preserve them. Approximately 80% of the participants agree 
with this assessment. Distance from the first page does have a small influence on this 
assessment, with fourth pages being less likely to be viewed as part of the same 
resource than second and third pages. 
2. Link pages in the main page of the story. For the link pages, the average 
agreement (61%) is higher than disagreement, that means participants have 
considered links as part of the same online multi-page story resource when an 
institutte wants to preserve it. 
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3. Advertisement pages of the story.  The advertisement pages are the most 
controversial with 45% agreement that they are part of the same resource. The results 
show that high percentage of participants doesn’t consider them as part of the 
resource.  
5.3.1 Institutional and Personal Archive Comparison 
For multi-page story resources, the pattern of the boundries are the same; the 
second page, third page and fourth page consequently are considered parts of the 
resource. 
For multi-page resources the expectation to have access to the links is 45% for 
personal archive meanwhile expectation to save the same resource components in 
institutional archive is 61%. Table 12 presents more detail information for the 
comparison. 
 
Table 12. Different user expectation for personal and institutional archive in multi-page 
story 
Resource Components Institutional Archive (%) Personal Archive (%) 
Second Page 82.2 83.7 
Third Page 80.1 83.6 
Fourth Page 74.6 78.9 
Links 61.6 45.1 
Advertisements 45.4 32.3 
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Above table (see Table 12) shows the user expectation difference when same 
resources are considered to be saved as personal archive and institutional archive.The 
numbers are shown in percentage. Figure 19 represents the same information in a chart. 
Also Figure 17 and  Figure 18 show the agreement with S3 for multi-page story 
resources for both institutional archive and personal archive. 
 
  
Figure 17. Institutional Archive - Agreement with S3 for multi-page story resources  
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Figure 18. Personal Archive - Agreement with S3 for multi-page story resources 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Personal and Institutional Archive Comparison- Agreement with S3 for multi-
page story resources 
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5.4 Sequence of Images Resources 
The results of the study for the resourses presenting sequence of images is 
explained in the follwing section: 
1. Later images of the image set. It is clear that results of the study show on 
average approximately 76% agreement that all images in the set are considered as 
parts of the main resource although they come from different URLs. It means that 
most of the participants consider later images in a set of images resource as part of 
that referenced resource for the institutional archive purpose. 
2. Link pages in the main page. Links to related content have devoted 
approximately 60% agreement that they are part of the same resource for the 
institutional archive.  
3. Photographer/creator page. These pages are referred as author pages in 
our study and the following charts and tables. With the low rate of user agreement 
(about 57% - shown in Table 13) on this kind of pages they are the least favorite part 
of the sequence of images resource in institutional archive.  
5.4.1 Institutional and Personal Archive Comparison 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the agreement with S3 for sequence of images 
resources for both institutional archive and personal archive. As these figures present all 
images in the set are considered as the part of the resource no matter who wants to 
archive them – either it is institutional archive or personal archive. Table 13 shows the 
user expectation difference when same resources are considered to be saved as personal 
archive and institutional archive. The numbers are shown in percentage.  
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About 47% and 58% of participants indicate that the linked related content are 
part of the same resource consequently for personal and institutional archive. These 
results for the linked related content indicate that more than half of the participants 
assess these pages should be considered as part of the main resource for institutional 
archive. While in personal archive setting, the results for links to related content show no 
clear agreement as to whether these pages should or should not be considered as part of 
the main resource. 
The pages about the photographer/creator have the same assessment pattern as 
the links – 43% and 57% for personal and institutional archive studies (see Table 13). It 
means that participants expect the information about the photographer to be archived for 
an institution as part of the resource but not worthy enough to be preserved as an 
personal archive. 
 Figure 20 represents the personal and institutional archive comparison on 
agreement with S3 for image sequence resources.  
Table 13. Different user expectation for personal and institutional archive in sequence of 
images 
Resource Components Institutional Archive (%) Personal Archive (%) 
Second Image 81.2 78.9 
Third Image 75.4 77.5 
Fourth Image  73.9 77 
Fifth Image 75.5 73.3 
Sixth Image 77.2 75.8 
Links 58 47.9 
Author Page 57.3 43.1 
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In the institutiomal archive study survey, it is so interesting that the results turned 
to be in the similar pattern for our previous study (the personal archive study). For 
example, the user expectation to archive the second image in the set is high (81% ) then 
it drops a bit for the third and fourth images (75% and 73% respectively) and incrreases 
again fo the remaining fifth and sixth images of the set to 75 and 77 percentage 
respectively. 
 
 
Figure 20. Personal and Institutional Archive Comparison - Agreement with S3 for 
image sequence resources 
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5.5 Reviews and Ratings Resources 
Review and rating resources considers various type of information about product. 
These components of the resource are related items, question and answers about the 
product, information about the manufacturer or provider, review, rating, or comments of 
the prior customers, and their wish list. The results of the study for institutional archive 
in Figure 8 show that users perceive all the mentioned components to be part of the 
resource. 
The details on user perception on the boundaries of product pages (review and 
rating) resources are shown in Table 14. The numbers show the percentage of 
acceptance of the component as the part of the resource when an institution or an 
individual save and preserve them for later access. 
 
 
Table 14. Different user expectation for personal and institutional archive in Reviews 
and ratings resource 
 
Resource Components Institutional Archive (%) Personal Archive (%) 
Related Item Pages 64.6 58.3 
Q&A Page 73.4 76.9 
Wish List 63.3 40.6 
Review/Rating Page 65.2 71.6 
Provider Information 67.9 70.2 
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5.5.1 Institutional and Personal Archive Comparison 
65 – 73% participants viewed the content related to the product as the resource 
referenced in the main page of the product in the study for institutional archive. They 
would expect these components to be preserved by the institute. 70 – 75% respondents 
acknowledged content related to the product as part of the resource in personal archive 
setting (see Table 14). The content related to the product are reflected as question and 
answer pages, review pages and information about the provider/manufacturer. 
The respondents tend to expect the institutions to save more components than an 
individual. The following explain the examples. For this group of resources (review and 
rating) 63% of participants consider the wish list pages as the part of the resource that an 
institute should save whilst only 40% of the participants expect the same component as 
part of the resource when an individual wants to preserve it as his personal archive. 
Same pattern is true for the related item information which is in the main resource page 
with consequently 64% and 58% of participants’ agreement for institutional and personal 
archive. Figure 21 represents the personal and institutional archive comparison on 
agreement with S3 for product review resources.  
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Figure 21. Personal and Institutional Archive Comparison- Agreement with S3 for 
product review resources 
 
5.6 Single Page Resources  
Single resources refer to the short individual traditional single web pages. The 
following explain about the components and the results in the conducted study. In the 
study we captured the user expectation when the resource is archived by an institution 
for later use. Figure 7 presents the results. 
1. Links in the main page. About 66% of the respondents considered 
information provided through links to related information as part of the resource. This is 
the highest expectation in comparison to the other potentially related components to the 
main resource (see Table 15). 
2. Author of the main page. 57% of the respondents expect the information 
about the author of the main page as part of that referenced resource. 
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3. Advertisements in the main page. Approximately 52% of respondents 
considered the advertisements part of the resource. This component is the least favorite 
that respondents view as the part of the resource. The outcome reconciles with the multi-
page stories.  
 
Table 15. Different user expectation for personal and institutional archive in traditional 
resources 
Resource Components Institutional Archive (%) Personal Archive (%) 
Links 66.5 55.4 
Author Page 57 51.8 
Advertisements 52.9 35.8 
 
5.6.1 Institutional and Personal Archive Comparison 
Table 15 shows the user expectation difference when same resources are 
considered to be saved as personal archive and institutional archive. The numbers are 
shown in percentage. Figure 22 shows the feature agreement comparison for single page 
resources in personal and institutional archive. 
Consistent with the view in personal archive, the pattern of 
agreement/expectation is the same for institutional archive (refer to Table 15). Links to 
the related information (main page or resource) has captured the most agreement (about 
66%) as part of the resource, then information about the author of the main page with 
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about 55% agreement, and eventually advertisements with about 52% agreement on 
being as part of the resource. 
 
Figure 22. Personal and Institutional Archive Comparison - Agreement with S3 for 
single page resources 
 
5.7 Conclusion 
To sum up, in comparing the results of the conducted personal and institutional 
studies we can say that the uncertainty increases about the bounds of an Internet 
resource. People want the institutions to archive more. If the component is not expected 
to be archive for personal archive it is praiseworthy to be archived for an institute.  
Almost all the considered features show the same or a bit increase in user 
expectation to archive them by an institution. There are some exceptions for fourth 
image, question and answers pages, rating and review pages, and provider information 
pages which show the decline of less than 3%. The rating and comment pages which has 
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been dropped to 65.2% in institutional archive setting from 71% in personal archive has 
the most downfall in about 5%. This drop could be explained that the respondents 
think/expect the rating or review information of a product may not be as useful and 
operative as for an institution as in personal archive for a long term access. 
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6. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFIER DESIGN 
 
Based on the user studies explained in detail in the previous chapters we 
identified features of the resources and their potential related web pages that are believed 
to be more valuable when determining the boundaries of internet resources.  
What are the implications of these results for software design? Both personal and 
institutional archives are often limited in what they can capture by available resources. 
Algorithms that can prioritize the linked content that is most likely to be valued by the 
user of personal archive or patrons of an institutional archive can make archives’ more 
efficient in the use of available resources. But classification of relationships between 
primary and linked pages is necessary for the development of such software and this 
chapter covers them. 
In this chapter we explain about the predictive features that have been extracted 
and used to distinguish whether a component can be considered as part of an Internet 
resource or not. Later in this chapter we explain how we use the predictive features to 
design a classifier to classify the resources and their potential components (related web 
pages to the resource). Then we’ll show the result comparison on different classifiers to 
evaluate how they act upon on selected predictive features. 
The chosen features in the composite resources can help us to predict if whether 
two web pages are part of the same resource or not by performing the automatic 
classification. 
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6.1 Predictive Features 
The goal is to design classifiers based on some predictive features to 
automatically distinguish the bounds of an Internet resource. In other words, given two 
web pages we want to know whether they are part of the same resource or not. For this 
purpose, we explore the potential for a variety of features to help us in classification. In 
nominating features we use analysis of both “the internal structure of page contents” and 
“the links between pages”. 
We perform feature extracting phase based on the four different resources types 
that we have determined previously. These four resource categories are multi-page story, 
sequence of images, rating and review, and traditional short resources. This section 
explains about the predictive features for the comparing two pages. We used the features 
to predict and find out whether the web pages or components are part of the same 
resource or not. The URLs of the web pages have been used to crawl and extract the 
needed information. Most of the features present the data that show some kind of 
relationship between two chosen URLs (web pages). The corpus is the same as the one 
we have used for our previous user studies - explained in prior chapters. The considered 
predictive features are the following: 
1. Page_title_similarity: Two web page titles were compared using Levenshtein 
distance (LD). It measures the distance between two title strings in our case. 
It shows the minimum number of edits required to reach from the first web 
page title to the second one. It could be insertions, deletions or substitutions. 
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2. Next_previous_relation: Given a URL or web page, we crawled it to find out 
the existence of a specific anchor text in the main frame. We want to know if 
the web page has some content related or like “next, previous”, “next page”, 
“previous page”, “1,2,3”, “continued”, “review”, “customer reviews”, “user 
reviews”, “rate”, “Q & A”, “comment”, etc.  
3. Same_site_address: this feature defines that how similar are two given URLs. 
In other words, whether they belong to the same server, or the two comparing 
pages share the same base URL or belong to the same site. So this value 
considered in our data. 
If the given two URLs (or two given web pages) share the same server or site 
there is a good chance that they are part of the same resource. For instance, they could be 
pages of a multi-page story resource, sequence of images, or rating and review 
resources. If “page number” or similar combinations exist in the page URL, it will be 
one of the several pages of a story. There is also a chance that they present just some 
links in the main resource. In order to be able to differentiate this, we need to consider 
the other features as decision metrics. 
4. Component_Belonging_Average_Agreement: The average percentage of 
perception on the component being part of the same resource in each class 
(multi-story, image-sequence, rating and review resources, and short single 
page resources). 
5. Component_Belonging_degree_Agreement_percentage shows the percentage 
of belonging the component to the same resource based on the user 
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perception in each resource category. Categories are multi-page story, 
sequence of images, rating and review, and traditional short resources. 
For the following features, we checked some metadata in the web page header: 
6. Number_of_common_Head_base_links  
7. Author_similarity  
8. Revision_date_similarity  
9. Description_similarity  
10. Title_similarity defines the title of the document. For instance, for composite 
resources like sequence of images, if two comparing web pages belong to the 
same resource, both have the common title of the set as it is shown in the 
following meta property “og.title”: 
<meta property =”og:title” context=”sequence of images title-title of the set”> 
11. Number_of_common_Head_rel_links shows the common components of the 
web page that two URLs (web pages) share; like common images or icons, 
etc. Html “link rel” attribute indicates the relationship that the linked resource 
has to the document from which it’s referenced. In a sequence of image 
resource it has something similar to the following specification:  
<link rel =”prev” href =”url of the prev”> 
So it presents that “prev” will be part of the current resource and its URL is 
specified in the “href” tag. The meaning is that each image in the sequence 
(set) has its own URL and usually base URL is the same and something is 
added to the end of it to identify the new URL of each image or picture 
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It is usual for the resources that spread in more than one web page to have some 
hints in the page header <head> tag. We analyzed inside the <head> tag of the 
comparing web pages to extract more information on the “description”, “title”, “author”, 
“revision date”-usually in some types of composite resources it is the same- of the pages, 
and whether the “link ref href” has the main page’s URL or not. 
For instance, multi-page story resources main title of the page, author name, and 
the revision date (if exists) are the same (Figure 23 b and c). Finding similarity of these 
attributes between two comparing pages is a feature that helps to classify them. Images 
in the Sequence of images resources share one common title the set in each image page. 
This feature can be found in meta property =”og.title” (Figure 23 d).  
In addition, these composite resource can include “link rel” tags to show the next 
or previous pages (Figure 23 a). 
<head>            <link rel="prev"  href="URL of the previous page">  
 
                      <meta name="author" content="author name"> 
   
                     <meta name="revision-date" content="Tue Nov 29"> 
    <meta property="og.title" content="common title for the set or group"> 
Figure 23.  Page header element properties 
There were two more feature in our initial deliberations, but they were omitted from 
further considerations as they didn’t demonstrate any changes (improvement or 
deterioration) in the results. These features are: 
Out degree: number of links in the main resource or potential related component  
(b
) 
(a
) 
(c
) (d
) 
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Number of embedded images in the main resource or potential related component 
The main focus on the following sections of this chapter will be on using 
predictive feature to classify the resources. 
6.2  Dataset for Classification - Based on Predictive Features 
For classification purpose, we have chosen the dataset from the corpus for 
finding the ground truth in our user studies. The study corpus consists of 24 
main/primary pages and 121 pages that were potentially related to from one of the 
primary pages (shown in Table 16). Four types/categories of web resources were 
included: multi-page stories, image/photograph sequences, product information, and 
prototypical single-page resources. For more detailed information about the resources or 
the study refer to the prior study in Section 5.1. The dataset for classification (121 
records) consists of all information extracted of Table 16 pages based on the predictive 
feature (explained in Section 6.1). The resulting categories and their sizes are shown in 
Figure 24. 
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Table 16. Resource Information for classification dataset 
Type of Resource Number of Groups 
Number of Components in 
all Groups minus main 
page 
Multi-page story resource 5 21 
Sequence of images resource 7 44 
Reviews and ratings resource 5 24 
Short single pages resource 7 32 
 24 121 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Four different type of resources for classification 
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Using the explained dataset, we explore the success of different classifiers. Ten-
fold cross validation has been used for the evaluation to improve the reliability of the 
results. In this validation technique, the dataset is randomly divided into ten equal folds, 
one fold is used as the test set and the remaining as training data set. Then the evaluation 
repeated ten times and as the result each fold has been used once as the testing set. 
The 10 results from the folds can then be averaged to produce a single estimation. Ten-
fold cross validation is mainly used in systems where the goal is prediction  [62], and we 
wants to estimate how accurately a predictive model will perform. When the dataset is 
small using cross-validation is a powerful technique to properly estimate model 
prediction performance [95]. 
 
6.3  Classification Algorithms 
Now that we have our predictive features and the dataset, the goal is to design 
classifiers to automatically distinguish the bounds of an Internet resource. In other 
words, given two web pages we want to know whether they are part of the same resource 
or not. Later in this chapter we investigate the performance of some different machine 
learning algorithms and classifiers on our dataset. 
For example, a SVM classifier that gets two web pages (two URLs or can be 
interpreted as two features) and returns yes or no. We train algorithms like SVM to 
return 70-80% yes, 20-30% no and 15% maybe as the result. Based on these predictive 
features we want to predict whether “two pages are part of the same resource” or not 
(Figure 24). 
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Figure 25. Classifier Design 
 
 
 
 
6.3.1 Evaluation metrics 
We choose precision, recall and F-measure as the evaluation measures for our 
work. Several lines of research [69, 85] have shown that these measures are independent 
of resource type distributions provided that precision and recall are measured at the same 
time. 
 
6.4 Single_Resource Classification  
As it has been mentioned in the previous sections, our main goal in this research 
is to be able to distinguish whether two given web pages are part of the same resource or 
not. To investigate this goal, the results in this section present the classification on “are 
two pages part of the same resource?”. We call it as “Single_Resource” classification. 
We have considered to have three classes: “yes”, “no”, and “maybe”. That can be 
interpreted as “yes, these two pages are part of a resource”, “no, these two pages are not 
Classifier 
Feature 1 
Feature 2 
Yes/No/Maybe Two pages 
input 
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part of a resource”, and “maybe, these two pages could be part of a resource”. Based on 
the extracted predictive features (in section 6.1) of the web pages in our corpus, we 
classify and decide on if the two web page can be related to each other. 
 
Table 17. Classifier performance results for Single_Resource classification 
 
 Accuracy MAE TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-Measure 
Bayes Net 84.29% 0.1266 0.843 0.105 0.825 0.843 0.832 
Naïve Bayes 76.03 0.1692 0.760 0.103 0.793 0.760 0.774 
Logistic 76.03 0.1595 0.760 0.138 0.736 0.760 0.747 
Multi-Layer Perception 77.69 0.1603 0.777 0.161 0.736 0.777 0.753 
SMO 75.21 0.2865 0.752 0.170 0.704 0.752 0.725 
IBK 74.38 0.1781 0.744 0.175 0.738 0.744 0.741 
K Star 77.69 0.1573 0.777 0.159 0.754 0.777 0.763 
ADA Boost 89.26 0.1343 0.893 0.100 0.888 0.893 0.887 
AttributeSelectedClassifier 87.60 0.0949 0.876 0.091 0.883 0.876 0.877 
Filtered Classifier 87.60 0.1231 0.876 0.114 0.872 0.876 0.870 
Iterative Classifier 
Optimizer 
85.95 0.1204 0.860 0.105 0.859 0.860 0.857 
LogiBoost 86.78 0.1119 0.868 0.106 0.858 0.868 0.860 
Multiclass Classifier 77.69 0.1933 0.777 0.164 0.717 0.777 0.742 
Random Committee 81.82 0.2585 0.818 0.190 0.799 0.818 0.774 
Randomizable Filtered 74.38 0.1781 0.744 0.173 0.747 0.744 0.745 
Random SubSpace 80.16 0.2938 0.802 0.838 0.769 0.802 0.750 
Decision Table 87.60 0.1606 0.876 0.111 0.883 0.876 0.875 
JRip 85.95 0.1387 0.860 0.153 0.859 0.860 0.850 
PART 84.29 0.1124 0.843 0.128 0.844 0.843 0.841 
Hoeffding Tree 76.03 0.1719 0.760 0.105 0.784 0.760 0.771 
J48 85.95 0.1278 0.860 0.125 0.852 0.860 0.853 
LMT 80.16 0.1517 0.802 0.152 0.776 0.802 0.786 
Random Forest 80.99 0.2567 0.810 0.177 0.694 0.810 0.748 
ZeroR 57.85 0.3811      
 
 
The F-measure of chosen classifiers when given the final 11 features from 
Section 6.1 to classify the “yes”, “no”, and “maybe” categories for being part of an 
Internet resource varied between .72 to .89 (shown in Table 17). We used training and 
testing datasets to the “Single_Resource” classification and performed the evaluation on 
the designed and some other classifiers. 10 fold cross validation has been used on our 
dataset to build the training and test sets. The following is the analysis of the classifier 
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results. The values in Table 17 are the weighted average results for each measuring 
metric for the three classes in Single-Resource classification – “yes”, “no” and “maybe” 
classes. Measuring metrics are precision, recall and F-measure, MAE, TP, and FP which 
represent mean absolute error, the number of true positives, and false positives 
respectively. We have compared 43 different algorithms, and just report the successful 
algorithms with the best results. 
In our study, accuracy for classifier c has been calculated using the below 
formula (Equation 1): 
  
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(𝑐) =
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦
𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑
 × 100% 
 
We performed our Single_Resource classification with 43 various algorithms that 
are implemented in the Weka Knowledge Analysis environment for machine learning 
[106]. We represent the best classification results based on the F-measures from the 
classifiers types including Bayes, boosting, function, lazy, and decisions trees classifiers. 
More detailed information about the algorithms of these classifiers can be found in [40, 
106]. 
The results of our investigation for the “Single_Resourse” classification, and the 
performance metrics for the 23 effective classifiers from our evaluation (among 43) are 
presented in Table 17. The majority of our classifiers consistently perform with 75 to 89 
percent accuracy. 
(Equation 1) 
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ZeroR classifier performance on “Single_Resource” classification has been 
included in the last row of Table 17 to just show the “baseline performance on our data”. 
The ZeroR algorithm also called the Zero Rule is an algorithm that can be used to 
calculate a baseline of performance for all algorithms on a general dataset. It is the worst 
result and any algorithm that shows a better performance has some skill on the problem. 
On a classification algorithm, the ZeroR algorithm will always predict the most abundant 
category. It is the algorithm you should always run first before all others to develop a 
baseline. On our dataset, this results in a classification accuracy of 57.85%.  
Our study results show that we have nine most effective classifiers with the F-
measure greater than .83. These classifiers for the “Single_Resourse” classification - 
shown in Table 18 below – are ADA Boost, Filtered Classifier, Attribute Selected 
Classifier, Decision Table, LogiBoost, Iterative Classifier Optimizer, J48, JRip, and  
Bayes Net respectively. ADA Boost is the best performer for finding parts of an Internet 
resource classification with 89.26% accuracy and 0.887 F-measure value.  
Although our designed SMO classifier performed well with 75.21 % accuracy 
and F-measure of 0.725, is not among the first best nine classifiers. But its performance 
nominates it as a good algorithm for “Single_Resource” classification. It implements 
John Platt's sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm for training a support 
vector classifier. Also Random committee, Naïve Bayes, K star, Random Forest, and 
Logistic algorithms are among the algorithms with F-measure metric value higher than 
.74.
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Table 18. The most effective “Single_Resourse” classifiers 
 
  Accuracy MAE TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-Measure 
1 ADA Boost 89.26% 0.1343 0.893 0.100 0.888 0.893 0.887 
2 Filtered Classifier 87.60 0.1231 0.876 0.114 0.872 0.876 0.870 
3 AttributeSelectedClassifier 87.60 0.0949 0.876 0.091 0.883 0.876 0.877 
4 Decision Table 87.60 0.1606 0.876 0.111 0.883 0.876 0.875 
5 LogiBoost 86.78 0.1119 0.868 0.106 0.858 0.868 0.860 
6 Iterative Classifier Optimizer 85.95 0.1204 0.860 0.105 0.859 0.860 0.857 
7 J48 85.95 0.1278 0.860 0.125 0.852 0.860 0.853 
8 JRip 85.95 0.1387 0.860 0.153 0.859 0.860 0.850 
9 Bayes Net 84.29 0.1266 0.843 0.105 0.825 0.843 0.832 
 
 
 
6.4.1 Model Performance Charts and ROCs  
In this section, we use Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves to report 
the Single_Resource classifiers performance. The ROC graphs display the relative 
tradeoff between benefits (true positive) rates on the Y axis and the costs (false positive) 
rate on the X axis. In general ROC curve demonstrates several effects: a) it illustrates 
true positive rate = tp/(tp+fn) that could be referred to as recall and sensitivity of the 
algorithm. b) it shows false positive rate = fp/(tn+fp). c) The closer the curve follows the 
left-hand border and then the top border of the ROC space, the more accurate the test is. 
d) The closer the curve comes to the 45-degree diagonal of the ROC space, the less 
accurate the test. 
In our model performance shown in Figure 26 ROC curves show that LogiBoost, 
Iterative classifier optimizer, and attribute selected classifier offer the best tradeoff 
between true positive and false positive performance. 
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Figure 26. ROC curves to compare model performance for Single_Resource 
classification 
 
 
 
Figure below (Figure 27) shows the model performance chart for our 9 best 
effective classifiers plus SMO. The color of the curves are based on their threshold 
performance. 
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Figure 27. ROC curve to show model threshold performance - Single_Resource 
classification 
 
 
 
6.4.2 Detailed Performance Results  
 
To further investigate the performance of our best classifiers plus SMO 
algorithm, we illustrate the details of the performing metrics – precision, recall, and F-
measure – on each class separately in Table 19. The information on SMO algorithm has 
been added to the last row for comparison. 
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 Table 19. Detailed performance for best “Single_Resource” classifiers 
 
 Precision Recall F-Measure 
 Maybe No Yes Maybe No Yes Maybe No Yes 
ADA Boost  0.714 0.967 0.896 0.556 0.879 0.986 0.625 0.921 0.939 
Filtered Classifier 0.714 0.931 0.885 0.556 0.818 0.986 0.625 0.871 0.932 
AttributeSelectedClassifier 0.579 1.000 0.905 0.611 0.848 0.957 0.595 0.918 0.931 
Decision Table 0.667 1.000 0.883 0.667 0.788 0.971 0.667 0.881 0.925 
LogiBoost 0.571 0.935 0.895 0.444 0.879 0.971 0.500 0.906 0.932 
Iterative Classifier Optimizer 0.529 0.966 0.893 0.500 0.848 0.959 0.514 0.903 0.924 
J48 0.571 0.967 0.870 0.444 0.879 0.957 0.500 0.921 0.912 
JRip 0.667 1.000 0.841 0.444 0.818 0.986 0.533 0.900 0.908 
Bayes Net 0.462 0.853 0.905 0.333 0.879 0.957 0.387 0.866 0.931 
          
SMO 0.111 0.718 0.849 0.056 0.848 0.886 0.074 0.778 0.867 
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6.5 Resource_Type Classification  
 
We wanted to know how we can separate our resources based on their types and 
investigate our classifier algorithms on them. So the results in this section present the 
classification based on the composite resource types. We call it as “Resource_Type” 
classification. We have considered to have four classes each for types of our selected 
Internet resources: “multi-page story resource”, “sequence of images resource”, “rating 
or review of product resource” and “traditional single page resource”. We used “multi”, 
“img”, “rtg” and “sng” abbreviation for each class respectively.  
The F-measure of chosen classifiers when given the final 11 features from 
Section 6.1 to classify the categories for resource types varied between .50 to .93 (Table 
20). We used training and testing datasets to the “Resource_type” classification and 
performed the evaluation on the designed and some other classifiers. 10 fold cross 
validation has been used on our dataset to build the training and test sets. The following 
is the analysis of the classifier results. The values in Table 20 are the weighted average 
results for each measuring metric for the four classes in Resource_type classification – 
“multi”, “img”, “rtg” and “sng” classes. Measuring metrics are precision, recall and F-
measure, MAE, TP, and FP which represent mean absolute error, the number of true 
positives, and false positives respectively. We have compared 40 different algorithms, 
and just report the successful algorithms with the best results. 
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Table 20. Classifier performance results for Resource_Type classification 
 Accuracy MAE TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-Measure 
IBK 72.73% 0.1448 0727 0.105 0.726 0.727 0.725 
K Star 75.51 0.1333 0.785 0.080 0.786 0.785 0.785 
AttributeSelectedClassifier 93.38 0.0456 0.934 0.034 0.941 0.934 0.932 
Filtered Classifier 88.42 0.081 0.884 0.060 0.898 0.884 0.880 
Iterative Classifier 
Optimizer 
87.60 0.1148 0.876 0.061 0.887 0.876 0.873 
LogiBoost 87.60 0.1137 0.876 0.061 0.887 0.876 0.873 
Random Committee 71.90 0.285 0719 0.136 0.739 0.719 0.685 
Random SubSpace 76.03 0.2748 0.760 0.125 0.825 0.760 0.741 
Decision Table 91.74 0.1505 0.917 0.047 0.933 0.917 0.916 
JRip 86.78 0.092 0.868 0.065 0.883 0.868 0.868 
PART 86.78 0.0651 0.868 0.050 0.871 0.868 0.869 
J48 89.26 0.0607 0.893 0.049 0.898 0.893 0.891 
LMT 82.64 0.1159 0.826 0.080 0.893 0.826 0.821 
Random Forest 73.55 0.2924 0.0736 0.123 0.800 0.736 0.715 
SMO 52.07 0.3085 0.521 0.216 0.516 0.521 0.491 
ZeroR 36.36 0.3648      
 
 
The results of our investigation for the “Resource_type” classification, and the 
performance metrics for the 14 effective classifiers from our evaluation are presented in 
above Table 20. Last two rows of the table shows the results for SMO and ZeroR 
algorithms. They have been included for performance comparison with the most 
effective algorithms and show the baseline. The majority of our classifiers consistently 
perform with 71 to 93 percent accuracy (shown in Table 20). 
We performed our Resource_Type classification with 40 various algorithms that 
are implemented in the Weka Knowledge Analysis environment for machine learning 
[106]. We represent the best classification results based on the F-measures from the 
classifiers types including Bayes, boosting, function, lazy, meta and decisions trees 
classifiers. More detailed information about the algorithms of these classifiers can be 
found in [40, 106]. 
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Our study results show that we have fourteen most effective classifiers with the 
F-measure greater than .83. These classifiers for the “Resource_type” classification - 
shown in Table 20– are Attribute Selected Classifier, Decision Table, J48, Filtered 
Classifier, LogiBoost, Iterative Classifier Optimizer,  PART, JRip, LMT, Random 
SubSpace, K start,  Random Forest, IBK (K-nearest neighbors classifier), and Random 
Committee respectively.  
In Attribute Selected Classifier dimensionality of training and test data is reduced 
by attribute selection before being passed on to a classifier. JRip implements a 
propositional rule learner, Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction 
(RIPPER), which was proposed by Cohen [19]. Filtered Classifier is a class for running 
an arbitrary classifier on data that has been passed through an arbitrary filter. Like the 
classifier, the structure of the filter is based exclusively on the training data and test 
instances will be processed by the filter without changing their structure. Iterative 
Classifier Optimizer optimizes the number of iterations of the given iterative classifier 
using cross-validation or a percentage split evaluation. LMT algorithm is a classifier for 
building 'logistic model trees', which are classification trees with logistic regression 
functions at the leaves [65]. 
Attribute Selected Classifier is the best performer for categorizing based on the 
resource type with 93.38 % accuracy and 0.932 F-measure value.  
Our SMO classifier performed with 52.07% accuracy and F-measure of 0.491, 
and does not have statistically significant results in comparison to other 14 most 
effective classifiers in Table 20 for “Resource_type” classification. It implements John 
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Platt's sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm for training a support vector 
classifier.  
6.5.1 Detailed Performance Results  
To further investigate the performance of our best classifiers plus SMO 
algorithm, we illustrate the details of the performing metrics – precision, recall, and F-
measure – on each class separately in below tables (show Table 21 to Table 23). The 
information on SMO algorithm has been added to the last row for comparison. 
Algorithms performance are sorted based on their accuracy which are from .93 to .71. 
First, second and third tables show precision (Table 21), recall (Table 22), and f-measure 
(Table 23) respectively. 
 
 
Table 21. Precision performance metric for best Resource_Type classifier algorithms 
 
Precision 
Multi IMG RTG SNG 
Attribute Selected Classifier 1.000 0.880 1.000 0.941 
Decision Table 1.000 0.815 1.000 1.000 
J48 0.842 0.840 1.000 0.939 
Filtered Classifier 0.929 0.796 1.000 0.941 
LogiBoost 0.875 0.792 1.000 0.941 
Iterative Classifier Optimizer 0.875 0.792 1.000 0.941 
PART 0.727 0.848 0.870 1.000 
JRip 1.000 0.796 1.000 0.838 
LMT 0.800 0.778 1.000 0.829 
Random SubSpace 1.000 0.662 1.000 0.806 
K Star 0.900 0.841 0.652 0.735 
Random Forest 1.000 0.698 1.000 0.660 
IBK 0.783 0.745 0.609 0.750 
Random Committee 0.750 0.625 0.950 0.732 
SMO 0.667 0.516 0.333 0.556 
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Table 22. Recall performance metric for best Resource_Type classifier algorithms 
 
Recall 
Multi IMG RTG SNG 
Attribute Selected Classifier 0.857 1.000 0.792 1.000 
Decision Table 0.762 1.000 0.792 1.000 
J48 0.762 0.955 0.792 0.969 
Filtered Classifier 0.619 0.977 0.792 1.000 
LogiBoost 0.667 0.955 0.750 1.000 
Iterative Classifier Optimizer 0.667 0.955 0.750 1.000 
PART 0.762 0.886 0.833 0.938 
JRip 0.762 0.886 0.792 0.969 
LMT 0.571 0.955 0.708 0.906 
Random SubSpace 0.429 0.977 0.458 0.906 
K Star 0.857 0.841 0.625 0.781 
Random Forest 0.286 0.841 0.625 0.969 
IBK 0.857 0.795 0.583 0.656 
Random Committee 0.143 0.795 0.792 0.938 
SMO 0.286 0.750 0.167 0.625 
 
 
 
Table 23. F-measure performance metric for best Resource_Type classifier algorithms 
 
F-measure 
Multi IMG RTG SNG 
Attribute Selected Classifier 0.923 0.936 0.884 0.970 
Decision Table 0.865 0.898 0.884 1.000 
J48 0.800 0.894 0.884 0.954 
Filtered Classifier 0.743 0.878 0.884 0.970 
LogiBoost 0.757 0.866 0.857 0.970 
Iterative Classifier Optimizer 0.757 0.866 0.857 0.970 
PART 0.744 0.867 0.851 0.968 
JRip 0.865 0.839 0.884 0.899 
LMT 0.667 0.857 0.829 0.866 
Random SubSpace 0.600 0.789 0.629 0.853 
K Star 0.878 0.841 0.638 0.758 
Random Forest 0.444 0.763 0.769 0.785 
IBK 0.818 0.769 0.596 0.700 
Random Committee 0.240 0.700 0.864 0.822 
SMO 0.400 0.611 0.222 0.588 
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6.6 Features Evolution - from Early Work to Predictive 
In this section we want to show the continuity from the early work through this 
chapter and predictive features. This link and comparison will make us able to show 
whether or not the features identified through the later studies improve our process 
performance or not. For this purpose, we run the original preliminary features - content 
similarity, URL similarity, and both - from the preliminary study on the same 
combinations as the classifiers to understand what their accuracy are.  
We have used our most recent corpus (refer to Section 6.1 for more information) 
for this comparison. We have used this corpus for our complimentary personal and 
institutional archive as well. The data here compares the effect of including simple 
techniques for features like URL similarity, content similarity, and both from our 
preliminary studies. 
“Sequence of images” resource groups do not have a lot of text in the web pages. 
Almost all of them has a different URL, but it is in the same web site as the main page. 
“Traditional single page” resources have a lot of text to compare and calculate cosine 
similarity. Two other resource groups – “multi-page story” and “product rating and 
review” - fit somewhere in between. 
In content similarity, we had the simple threshold cutoff (.7) for the cosine 
similarity in our preliminary study. For the current corpus, the cosine similarity for the 
main page and each related page in the resource group was calculated. Interestingly, 
none of the pages in our latest corpus did pass the simple cosine similarity cutoff of .7. 
So we ignored calculating the accuracy for that. Instead we just used those three features 
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(content similarity, URL similarity, and both) to see if they can be good identifiers on 
the resource bounds or not. We checked their accuracy using the modern classifications. 
Table 24 and Table 25 show the detailed results of applying the primitive 
features to our most recent corpus performing the evaluation on the same set of 
classifiers on Sections 6.4 and 6.5. Table 24 shows the results for Single_Resource 
classification that represents whether pages belong to the same resource. 
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Table 24. Classifier performance results for primary features for Single_Resource classification 
 
 
Accuracy 
(predictive) 
Accuracy 
(preliminary) 
MAE TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-Measure 
Bayes Net 84.29% 68.59 0.261 0.686 0.200 0.688 0.686 0.686 
Naïve Bayes 76.03 65.24 0.301 0.652 0.333 0.561 0.652 0.591 
Logistic 76.03 67.76 0.216 0.678 0.277 0.628 0.678 0.649 
Multi-Layer Perception 77.69 69.38 0.234 0.693 0.271 0.614 0.693 0.623 
SMO 75.21 68.55 0.218 0.685 0.224 0.651 0.685 0.618 
IBK 74.38 66.11 0.231 0.661 0.209 0.670 0.661 0.666 
K Star 77.69 62.28 0.229 0.653 0.203 0.670 0.653 0.659 
ADA Boost 89.26 67.72 0.245 0.677 0.205 - 0.677 - 
AttributeSelectedClassifier 87.60 67.27 0.241 0.672 0.207 0.618 0.672 0.608 
Filtered Classifier 87.60 68.59 0.294 0.686 0.317 0.601 0.686 0.636 
Iterative Classifier Optimizer 85.95 69.38 0.262 0.693 0.264 0.623 0.693 0.628 
LogiBoost 86.78 68.80 0.264 0.688 0.272 0.649 0.688 0.647 
Multiclass Classifier 77.69 69.38 0.271 0.693 0.292 0.633 0.693 0.614 
Random Committee 81.82 66.94 0.339 0.669 0.427 0.611 0.669 0.597 
Randomizable Filtered 74.38 57.02 0.290 0.570 0.338 0.553 0.570 0.561 
Random SubSpace 80.16 62.80 0.415 0.628 0.510 - 0.628 - 
Decision Table 87.60 69.42 0.294 0.694 0.293 0.656 0.694 0.665 
JRip 85.95 69.38 0.287 0.693 0.342 0.627 0.693 0.651 
PART 84.29 66.90 0.272 0.719 0.326 0.622 0.719 0.658 
Hoeffding Tree 76.03 67.27 0.392 0.672 0.324 0.572 0.672 0.583 
J48 85.95 66.07 0.291 0.660 0.388 0.554 0.660 0.590 
LMT 80.16 67.72 0.294 0.677 0.326 0.584 0.677 0.582 
Random Forest 80.99 66.90 0.387 0.669 0.377 - 0.669 - 
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First column in Table 25 shows accuracy for predictive features - 11 features 
extracted based on the studies of composite resources. And second column this table 
represents accuracy of classification for primitive features. 
As it is clear in the Table 25 the accuracy have been increased using our new 
suggested predictive features. The accuracy for applying preliminary features in 
classification (as shown in Table 25) is between 57 to 69 percent. Meanwhile the 
accuracy for the predictive feature on the same set of classifiers is between 75 to 89 
percent. 
 
Table 25. Accuracy comparison - predictive features vs. preliminary features in 
Single_Resource classification 
 
Accuracy 
(predictive) 
Accuracy 
(preliminary) 
Bayes Net 84.29% 68.59% 
Naïve Bayes 76.03 65.24 
Logistic 76.03 67.76 
Multi-Layer Perception 77.69 69.38 
SMO 75.21 68.55 
IBK 74.38 66.11 
K Star 77.69 62.28 
ADA Boost 89.26 67.72 
AttributeSelectedClassifier 87.60 67.27 
Filtered Classifier 87.60 68.59 
Iterative Classifier Optimizer 85.95 69.38 
LogiBoost 86.78 68.80 
Multiclass Classifier 77.69 69.38 
Random Committee 81.82 66.94 
Randomizable Filtered 74.38 57.02 
Random SubSpace 80.16 62.80 
Decision Table 87.60 69.42 
JRip 85.95 69.38 
PART 84.29 66.90 
Hoeffding Tree 76.03 67.27 
J48 85.95 66.07 
LMT 80.16 67.72 
Random Forest 80.99 66.90 
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6.6.1 Accuracy Comparison in Resource_Type 
Table 24 shows the classification results for including the simple preliminary 
features - URL similarity, content similarity, and combination of both content and URL 
similarity- and the comparison with predictive features.  
In some classifiers, zero instance could classify to the right class (for at least one 
class), the number of correctly classified instances are zero. In result we cannot calculate 
some of the metrics the above table. These cases are shown empty. For example, for 
ADA Boost classifier the instances for “multi-page story” class and “product rating and 
review” class are zero, precision and F-measure could not be calculated. 
The F-measure of chosen classifiers when given the preliminary features from 
Chapter 3 to classify the categories for Resource_Types varied between 0.41 to 0.66. 
Table 26 We used training and testing datasets to the “Resource_type” 
classification and performed the evaluation on the same set of classifiers on Sections 6.4 
and 6.5. Ten fold cross validation has been used on our dataset to build the training and 
test sets.  Measuring metrics are precision, recall and F-measure, MAE, TP, and FP 
which represent mean absolute error, the number of true positives, and false positives 
respectively. 
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Table 26.  Classifiers’ Accuracy comparison - predictive features vs. preliminary features for Resource_Type 
 
Accuracy 
(predictive) 
Accuracy 
(preliminary) 
MAE TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-Measure 
SMO 52.07% 50.41% 0.312 0.504 0.235 0.532 0.504 0.489 
IBK 72.73 62.80 0.192 0.628 0.156 0.631 0.628 0.628 
K Star 75.51 66.94 0.205 0.669 0.122 0.672 0.669 0.669 
AttributeSelectedClassifier 93.38 36.36 0.364 0.364 0.364 - 0.364 - 
Filtered Classifier 88.42 55.37 0.283 0.554 0.211 - 0.554 - 
Iterative Classifier Optimizer 87.60 61.16 0.254 0.612 0.160 0.606 0.612 0.600 
LogiBoost 87.60 58.67 0.255 0.587 0.171 0.577 0.587 0.572 
Random Committee 71.90 51.23 0.337 0.512 0.246 0.648 0.512 0.460 
Random SubSpace 76.03 40.49 0.354 0.405 0.329 - 0.405 - 
Decision Table 91.74 52.89 0.304 0.529 0.215 0.504 0.529 0.486 
JRip 86.78 62.80 0.246 0.628 0.176 0.651 0.628 0.603 
PART 86.78 36.36 0.364 0.364 0.364 - 0.364 - 
J48 89.26 36.36 0.364 0.364 0.364 - 0.364 - 
LMT 82.64 50.41 0.309 0.504 0.233 0.498 0.504 0.472 
Random Forest 73.55 48.76 0.406 0.488 0.275 0.690 0.488 0.417 
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Table 26 represents the accuracy evaluation results side by side for the preliminary and 
predictive results together. As show in the table the results are improved a lot when 
using our new suggested predictive features. The accuracy for applying preliminary 
features in classification (as shown in Table 26) is between 36 to 66 percent. Meanwhile 
the accuracy for the predictive feature on the same set of classifiers is mainly between 72 
to 93 percent. 
6.7 Summary on Learned Lessons and Findings  
Given our dataset, we trained the SVM classifier to be able to distinguish that in 
70-80% of cases two pages are part of the same resource (classified as “yes” in 
Single_Resource classification), in 20-30% results these two pages are not part of a 
resource (classified as “no” in Single_Resource classification), and about 15% shows 
that these two pages could be part of a resource (classified as “no” in Single_Resource 
classification). 
We used SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) because it is a fast training 
SVM algorithm. In nominating features we use analysis of both the internal structure of 
page contents and the links between pages. All predictive features for the chosen web 
pages were included in the dataset. The performance of SMO have shown in the 
following tables (Table 27 and Table 28). 
 
Table 27. SMO performance for Single_Resource 
 Accuracy MAE TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F-Measure 
SMO 75.21% 0.2865 0.752 0.170 0.704 0.752 0.725 
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Table 28. SMO detailed performance for Single_Resource 
 Precision Recall F-Measure 
 Maybe No Yes Maybe No Yes Maybe No Yes 
SMO 0.111 0.718 0.849 0.056 0.848 0.886 0.074 0.778 0.867 
 
Our study results showed that we have nine most effective classifiers with the F-
measure greater than .83 for the “Single_Resourse” classification - shown in Table 18. 
ADA Boost is the best performer for finding parts of an Internet resource classification 
with 89.26% accuracy and 0.887 F-measure value. Although our SMO classifier 
performed well with 75.21 % accuracy and F-measure of 0.725, it is not among the first 
best nine classifiers. But its performance still nominates it as a good algorithm for 
“Single_Resource” classification. 
Our model performance ROC curves show that LogiBoost, Iterative classifier 
optimizer, and attribute selected classifier offer the best tradeoff between true positive 
and false positive performance (refer to Figure 26 for more information). 
In the second part of this chapter, we considered to study on if we separate the 
composite Internet resources - four type of resources that we have considered in this 
study- based on their distinguished types how our classifiers can perform and what will 
be the results. Our study results show that we have fourteen most effective classifiers 
with the F-measure greater than .83. These classifiers for the “Resource_type” 
classification are Attribute Selected Classifier, Decision Table, J48, Filtered Classifier, 
LogiBoost, Iterative Classifier Optimizer,  PART, JRip, LMT, Random SubSpace, K 
start,  Random Forest, IBK (K-nearest neighbors classifier), and Random Committee 
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respectively- refer to  Table 20. SMO classifier performed with 52.07% accuracy and F-
measure of 0.491, and does not have statistically significant results in comparison to 
other 14 most effective classifiers for “Resource_type” classification. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
 
In this dissertation, we have introduced and developed algorithms and techniques 
to promote web archiving systems in identifying the bounds of an Internet resource. We 
introduced algorithms that automatically distinguish whether two web pages are part of 
the same resource or not. There are three objectives that we have discussed throughout 
this dissertation: 
First, we studied user perception on the bounds of the resources. We conducted 
several major user studies to be able to distinguish and differ the predicting features. 
The results of our first primary study showed that the features that make a 
difference in whether people expect to have access to content are more nuanced than 
simply having similar content or a similar URL. These results indicate that content 
similarity is likely a viable feature for systems when deciding the bounds of a resource.  
Based on the results we felt the need of more investigation to help design 
techniques to automatically identify the bounds of a resource. So our later studies 
explore user perceptions on complex resources for specific relationships between page 
pairs and variance in responses for value-oriented and expectation-oriented statements 
regarding the connectedness of pages.  
Results of this study show that the relation between perceived content value, 
resource bounds, and expected system behavior are intertwined. While participant 
responses to our three statements are very similar, there is a consistent pattern that 
slightly fewer respondents consider the second page part of the same resource than the 
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number that perceive value in the second page and the number that expect it would be 
saved is lower still.  
The second question explored is how particular relationships between pages 
affect whether they are considered part of the same resource. When the content on the 
main and connected pages are parts of a larger composition or set of information, people 
tend to view the pages as part of the same resource. Similarly, when content on 
connected pages supports the expected goals of the person visiting the primary page (e.g. 
the Q&A pages for products, the recipe for the food image) the perceptions of 
considering the pages a single resource increase. Incidentally connected content, such as 
advertisements, tend to not be viewed as part of the resource. More generic links to 
related content are more idiosyncratic and require domain understanding to predict.  
The implication for archiving systems is that techniques for recognizing when 
content across pages form a composite resource could be applied to better match user 
desires and expectations. Composite resources result from splitting a single information 
object (e.g. a text or an image collection) across multiple similar pages, and when a set 
of typed-components make up a whole (e.g. the various pages for a product on Amazon). 
While rules can be developed to capture composite resources for particular sites, 
recognizing these situations more generally would likely require analysis of both the 
internal structure of page contents and the links between pages. This could be supported 
by patterns in usage data when available.  
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Second, we extended our studies and wanted to inspect the user perception in 
institutional archive. It is very interesting to investigate that if “who does the archive” 
can make an impact on the boundaries of the Internet resources or not. 
Consistent with our previous study on personal archiving, the primary-page 
content in the study comes from multi-page stories, multi-image collections, product 
pages with reviews and ratings on separate pages, and short single page writings. 
Participants were asked to assume the institutional archive wants to preserve the primary 
page and then answer what else they would expect to be saved along with the primary 
page.  
This study extends our initial study in the context of personal archiving and 
confirms similar patterns of results for institutional archives. When a single story or 
sequence of images is spread across multiple web pages, there is general agreement that 
these pages are part of single web resource. The largest differences in perceptions came 
from the least-related content pairs presented. Advertising, wishlists, and generic links 
were all much more likely to be considered part of the same resource for institutional 
archives than they were for personal archives. Perhaps it is that the uncertainty of future 
uses in institutional settings increases the uncertainty about the bounds of an Internet 
resource. In any case, these results show that people want institutional archives to 
capture more than similar personal archives.  
The only significant drop from the personal archiving scenario to the institutional 
archiving scenario was for product rating and comment pages (about 5%.) It would be 
interesting to explore this result in follow-on studies to determine whether assumptions 
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about the use of the resource or the fluidity of the content (or neither) are contributing to 
this result.  
Finally, across both settings, there was never agreement by more than 82% that 
two pages were part of the same resource. Perhaps this indicates that some respondents 
(~18%) view each web page as a unique resource, either because they experience it that 
way or because they want to avoid more ambiguous rules for the bounds of resources. 
Also, there was never lower than 32% that believed the two pages presented were part of 
the same resource. This could indicate that respondents have a different notion of what it 
means to be a web resource (conflating resource and provider) or that their responses are 
meant to indicate a desire that everything be archived. 
Finally, all of our studies confirmed that perceptions of resource boundaries are 
consistent across the considered applications. What are the implications of these results 
for software design? Both personal and institutional archives are often limited in what 
they can capture by available resources. Algorithms that can prioritize the linked content 
that is most likely to be valued by the user of personal archive or patrons of an 
institutional archive can make archives’ more efficient in the use of resources. 
Classification of relationships between primary and linked pages is necessary for the 
development of such software. We used the predictive features of the web resource 
boundaries and designed algorithms to classify them. In this process the recommended 
algorithms can distinguish whether two input the web pages are part of the same 
resource. 
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7.1 Future Work 
As indicated by the variance in human perceptions, the variety of contexts and 
features explored, and the results of the designed classifiers, reasoning about resource 
boundaries is challenging. This is not just a problem for archiving systems. Knowing 
what is and is not part of a resource is also important when indexing resources for 
search, recommendation, and visualization. While those contexts may well elicit 
alternative perceptions of resource bounds than were found in the archiving contexts 
explored here, it is also likely that some of the same features will be valuable in such 
contexts. One difference is that the costs associated with false positives and false 
negatives may well be different when building such systems. Future work exploring 
human perceptions in such contexts and the ability of techniques for determining bounds 
to meet the particular needs of those contexts is a goal of future work. 
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